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CI-IAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
During the past year, many questions have been raised inquiringly
concerning child welfare in wartime Massachusetts, but few have been
satisfactorily answered because of the difficulties involved in getting
facts in a changing situation. Active interest has centered especially
saround three problems during the past year: (l) provisions for day care
of children of working mothers; (.2) the impact of the war on juvenile de-
linquency; and (3) the situation as to the supply of foster homes. Both
lay and professional interests have been aroused concerning two of the
problems, day care needs for children whose mothers are employea, and ju-
venile delinquency; the third problem, the diminishing supply/ of foster
homes has up to now concerned primarily the professional group.
Day care needs of children of working mothers and juvenile delin-
quency have both received considerable space in the press in Massachusetts
and in other states. Frequently sordid stories have appeared such as one
about children with doorkeys around their necks left alone by working par-
ents. Alarms have been spread as to* serious upsurgings of crime among
children. Newspapers have cautioned against what might be expected in
this country as to juvenile delinquency if the experience of England is
repeated here. Liany sweeping statements have been made concerning the
state of juvenile delinquency in Massachusetts and concerning the neglect
of children whose mothers are employed.
Some of the questions which have been asked during the past year by

those concerned vdth the welfare of children in Tra-rtime folloiv:
Kow many mothers are employed?
What provisions are they making for their children?
Are children being neglected because mothers are employed outside the
home ?
"What is the government's policy concerning the employment of mothers?
What is the community's responsibility in providing adequate services
for children of vrorking mothers?
Is juvenile delinquency increasing?
What kinds of offenses are bringing juveniles to the attention of the
courts?
Is delinquency among girls increasing?
What factors have contributed to the curtailment in supply of foster
hone s ?
Has the war created an increased need for foster home placement?
What is the relation of all of these needs to the industrial and eco-
nomic situation in the various parts of the State as occasioned by
wartime changes?
Vilhat can be done to cushion the effects of necessary changes as they
might unfavorably affect the welfare of children?
I'<lethod
This thesis represents an attempt to ansvrer some of these questions
in the light of v/hatever information is available. It represents an at-
tempt to coordinate and assimilate various data obtained from state and
local agencies, public and private, and to review studies and reports made
during the past year covering the questions raised above. The sources of
the data will be continually noted. An important source used was news-
paper clippings as accumulated over the past year through a clipping

service covering the states of Massachusetts and Connecticut, particularly
on subjects related to the questions raised above.
The problem of gathering the material was somewhat simplified as the
writer had access to the files of the Advisory Committee on Child Care of
the Division of Health and Social Services of the Massachusetts Committee
on Public Safety and had been engaged in accumulating pertinent material
for the use of the Massachusetts Child Council during the past year, work-
ing with various comraittees of the Child Council and of the Children's De-
partment of the Boston Council of Social Agencies.
Much of the writer's information on the problems under investigation
represents the thinking of the various groups in whose discussions she
participated during the past year among which were the Delinquency Comiait-
tee of the Children's Department of which Dr. George E. Gardner, Co-Direc-
tor of the Judge Baker Guidance Center, is Chairman; and the State-wide
Foster Home Committee, the Chairman of vfhich is Mr. Balph S. Barrow, Exec-
utive Secretary of the Church none society. She wishes also to acknowl-
edge the assistance of the Director of the Massachusetts Child Council,
Mr. Arthur C, K. Imllock.
The statistics used relating to the numbers of vramen employed and
probable future eiaplo^/ment of women come from reports issued by the United
States Employment Service and the i«iassachusetts Department of Labor and
Industries. Some of these reports have had considerable newspaper public-
ity and others have been given to the Massachusetts Day Care Committee for
more confidential use for assistance in local planning. The confidential
material, particularly names of plants planning expansions, has been

omitted for purposes of this study.
The statistics relating to the neglect of children are those obtained
from a study, recently completed by the writer, of children of vrorking
mothers knoivn to the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children during 1942.
The statistics relating to juvenile delinquency which the writer has
used corae from the three official bodies of the state government concerned
with the problem: the Board of Probation, the Administrative Cor.miittee of
the District Courts, and the Division of Juvenile Training of the State
Department of Public YiCelfare. ''
Available statistics for 1942 relating to court appearances of juve-
niles in the seventy-three lovrer courts of the state have been reviewed
in relation to the situation .during the past ten-year period,
Simj-larly statistics relating to commitments to the three state
training schools for delinquents, the Industrial School for Bovs, the
Lyman School for Boys, and the Industrial School for Girls, have been an-
2
alyzed for 1942 in relation to preceding years.
1 The Board of Probation located in the nevi Courthouse Building,
Pemberton Square, Boston, has supervisory power over the probation vrork of
the courts, for delinquent children ajid is authorized to make such recom-
mendations as are considered advisable for improvement of m.ethods of deal-
ing with children (Kass . _G. L. , Ch, 119, s. 5). The Administrative Com-
mittee of the District Courts, the Chairman of which is Hon. Charles L,
hibbard. Judge of the District Court of Central Berkshire, Pittsfield, has
general superintendence of the district courts ( ivlass . Acts of 1941 , Ch,
682), The Division of Juvenile Training, 41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston,
has general Gupervision and control of the state training schools for
delinquents (Mass, G, L,, Ch, 120;,
2 Boys under fifteen may be comiaitted to the Lyman School at West-
boroj boys between fifteen and eighteen to the Industrial School for Boys
at Shirley; and girls under seventeen to the Industrial School for Girls
at Lancaster.

The statistics studied in relation to the shortage of foster homes
are somewhat less official but reveal the impact of the present vfar situ-
ation upon certain representative child-placing agencies in various parts
of the state. Those reported for the Division of Child Guardianship of
the State jUepartment of Public l/Velfare may be regarded as official.
The daily neT;-spapers of the state provided continuous and current in-
formation concerning child v/elfare problems in local communities. Gross
checking a considerable sample of information v-dth that obtainable in the
city and toivn files of the Massachusetts Day Care Committee revealed a
high degree of accuracy in newspaper reporting. Frequently the reports
printed were as submitted to the paper by the local Committee on Child
Care of the local Public Safety group.
Newspaper clippings are particularly valuable in studying a current
and changing situation in that the attitude of the community toward the
matter presented is usually clearly indicated. Care was taken to preserve
revealing headlines which have been quoted as substantiating evidence in
reference both to day care needs for children of working mothers and to
the situation as to juvenile delinquency,
Nev/spaper reports have been used to supplement factual data available
in the files of the Massachusetts Day Care Coinmittee and of the Massachu-
setts Child Council. The newspaper clippings especially reveal community
attitudes.
A National Perspective
Shortly after the outbreak of the Ymr, the Board of the Child Vifelfare

6League of America reported the following problems as requiring the special
attention of children's agencies throughout the nation. These problems
are listed in the order presented in the January, 1942, Bulletin of the
Child V^elfare League.
1. The need for increased facilities for the day care of children of
vrorking parents.
2. The reduction in the number of acceptable foster family homes.
3. The need for protection of and recreation facilities for children
and young vromen in defense communities and areas contiguous to
military camps.
4. The imminent danger of a serious increase in truancy and delin-
quency.
5. The need to keep physical health at a high level.
6. The need for increased facilities for the care of unmarried moth-
ers.
7. The need for funds to continue child welfare services in rural
and industrial artsas.
8. The necessity for designation of responsibility by the federal
governraent in the organization and if necessary, the execution of
evacuation plans for children and families.
9. The shortage of qualified personnel for child v/elfare services in
public and private agencies.*^
The program of state action adopted by the Children's Bureau Commis-
sion on Children in Tuartime in August, 1942, emphasized the following
measures as necessary- to assure the welfare of children;
1. Health service and medical and dental care for mothers and for
children, including boys and girls in the age groups that may
soon be called upon for v/ar production or military service, with
special provision as needed for wives and children of seinrice men
and v/ar workers. These services should be so organized as to
overcome or compensate for overcrowding of existing health facil-
ities, shortages in medical and nursing personnel, and difficul-
ties in transportation.
2. Adequate nourishing food for all children during the period of
rising costs of living and rationing of food supplies through
such means as nutrition education, school lunches, and low cost
milk.
3 Leonard li, Iviayo, "Impact of the War on Child Welfare Services in
the United States," Bulletin , Child Welfare League of America, 21:1,
March, 1942.

73. Protection of children in danger zones, including provision for
their safety in the event of enemy attackj measures for emergen--
cy care follovdng attack; and preparation through officially es-
tablished evacuation authorities for evacuation and reception
care, if necessary.
4. Day care for children of mothers v^hose employment is essential
to the war program.
5. Special assistajice programs as required to meet wartiiiie needs of
children in their own homes, and adjustment of puhlic-assistance
measures to meet problems due to rising cost of living, migra-
tion, and separation of families.
6. Coiraaunity child welfare and other social services that mil con-
serve home life for children and safeguard them from neglect and
juvenile delinquency resulting from wartime conditions and pro-'
vide appropriate care for unmarried mothers and their children.
7. Adequate provision for the care of children vrho because of v*nar
conditions must be separated from their families.
8. Opportunities for recreation and other experiences in home and
community life that will help children overcome vjartime strain
and insecurity; and provision for mental health services to help
children and parents make the adjustments required by war condi-
tions,
9. Full school attendance and school opportunity for every child,
with particular emphasis on overcoming or compensating for short-
ages of schools and teachers where they exist and with adjust-
ments as necessary to conform with child labor and youth employ-
ment policies.
10. Ivieeting the manpov;-er needs of the nation for participation of
young people in war production, having due regard for conserva-
tion of health and educational opportunity for youth in accord-
ance with the following principles:
(1) Ho child under 14 years of age a part of the hired
labor force.
(2) None under 16 employed in manufacturing or mining oc-
cupations.
(3) i^one between 14 and 16 employed in other occupations
that involve release from school or readjustment of
school programs unless it has been determined that la-
bor shortages cannot be met othervdse.
(4) Guidance of youth 16 to 18 years of age whose work is
essential to the war effort into occupations suited to
their age and capacity in v/hich they can make the
greatest contribution with the least hazard to their
ovm health and safety.^
4 "For Our Children in Wartime," The Child
,
7:46, October, 1942;
a program of state action adopted August 28', 1942, by the Children's Bu-
reau Commission on Children in Y/artim.e in consultation with the Office of
Defense Health and Welfare Services and the Office of Civilian Defense,

8The program as laid out by the Children's Bureau may be viewed as an
effort to strengthen and reinforce existing standards for meeting the
TThole gamut of children's needs together "vrith a formulation of standards
for special needs arising out of the -war situation. The Children's Bureau
program based upon a conscious realization that mrtime pressures tend to
bring about a relaxation of standards outlines fundamental principles of
operation for the country as a whole.
The Child Vifelfare League's designation of certain child welfare prob-
lems occasioned or intensified by the war situation is in some respects
somev/hat more specific than that of the Children's Bureau.
The three problems vfhich the writer chose to investigate as particu-
larly urgent in Massachusetts appear high on the list of the Child Ylelfa.re
League. The need of day care facilities for children of working mothers
is given first place; the curtailment in the supply of acceptable foster
family homes appears in second place; the third, the situation as to ju-
venile delinquency is in fourth place, preceded by a related problem, the
need for recreational facilities for children and young women in defense
areas and communities near military camps.
The writer does not mean to infer that the other needs listed do not
relate to the situation in Massachusetts, Many of them are already re-
ceiving attention in this State and others will become acute as conditions
change further. Specifically, various bills have been presented to this
year's Legislature which if enacted would ivipe out child labor regulations
which took years to achieve.^ As to child health, a study by Dr. George
5 Senate 67, Senate 228, Senate 237, Massachusetts, 1943.

E. Gardner indicates that the v^ar has not adversely affected the health of
children in Liassachusetts, that the health of children is in general good,
and that save for bom.bardinent or invasion probably no special health prob-
lems vdll arise. ^ The problem presented by a shortage of qualified per-
sonnel for jhild welfare services is acute in Massachusetts particularly
in the field of both lay and professional leadership for group work activ-
ities. This need is directly related to the success of any program for
the prevention of juvenile delinquency.
6 George E. Gardner, 1.1. D., "Child Behavior in Wartime," paper pre-
sented at the New England Conference of Catholic Charities, Boston, Feb-
ruary 24, 1943.

CHAPTER II
DAY CASE YiEEDS FOR CHXLDKSM OF WOSKING MOTHEI?S
State Day Care Coirtmlttee Formed
, , , I ., , n - .111 — ^ — ., - -—
.
Early in 1942 upon the instigation of the regional office of Defense,
Health and Welfare Services, an Advisory Coinmittee on Children was organ-
ized under the Division of Health and Social Services of the Massachusetts
Committee on Public Safety to consider the problems of child care which
would follow the employment of increasing numbers of women in mr indus-
try. As the problem became more complex, a reorganized Committee called
the Massachusetts Day Care Committee was set up with representation from
virtually all groups concerned: the 'Jnited States Employment service, the
State Department of Education, the State Department of Public Welfare, the
W.P.A., the State Department of Labor and Industries, the State Federation
of Labor, the C.I.O., the Parochial Schools, the State Department of Pub-
lic Health, the ilursery Training School, the Family ViTelfare Society, the
Iiilassachusetts Child Council, the 7i/ar Services Division of the Committee on
Public Safety, the New England Federal Housing Authority, and representa-
tives from local public safety groups. A list of the membership of this
Committee is included in the Appendix.
Promotion of Local Day Care Committees
The Committee accepted the responsibility to promote day care efforts
1 This and the following information relating to the Massachusetts
Day Care Committee and local Child Care Committees is contained in memo-
randa which have been prepared from time to time by the Massachusetts Day
Care Committee, 18 Tremont St., Boston, for the use of the field staff.
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for the children of working mothers in those ooramunities in the state where
large numbers of women are employed. Through the efforts of the State Day-
Care Committee, which now has an Executive Secretary and field staff as
well as a Chairman, and on the basis of local need, day care committees or
child welfare committees have been set up in practically every community
where a need has been indicated. As of October 21, 1942, the problem of
providing care for children of vjorking mothers had been considered in some
fifty cities and towns. As of February'-, 1943, there were local Day Care
Committees in sixty-seven cities and tov/ns with active chairmen working
closely with the State Day Care Committee. A list of these communities
together with local chairmen is included in the Appendix.
Local Surveys Encouraged
Local surveys of existing resources were encouraged as the first step
following organization of a representative local committee on day care.
It was emphasized that local committees be so organized as to include key
persons whose knowledge of local needs and resources vrould be extremely
helpful as well as representatives of the public and private agencies who
might conceivably function in the administration of whatever facilities
might be needed. Thus communities were encouraged to include on their day
care committees the superintendent of schools, the agents of the board of
public welfare and of the board of health, the local manager of the United
States Employment Service, clergy/men, members of the staff of children's
agencies, a representative of the Parent-Teacher group, representatives of
industry and of labor including mothers, and of the W.P.A.

As the year 1942 progressed, surveys of need for additional child
care provisions and the setting up of some facilities developed in areas
of special need and in certain other areas where people v/ere corimunity
minded.
In a few instances, the situation became complicated because of po-
litical feeling, that is the feeling of the community toward federal as-
stance as that yjias stressed in the beginning of the program.
In many communities, there vrere honest differences of opinion as to
whether mothers should work. There was a feeling that any positive effort
to consider day care facilities before there became an actual need in the
community would have the effect of encouraging mothers to seek employment.
There seemed to be a hesitancy in some communities to make plans even
though there subsequently appeared a realization that plans would have to
be made in case an acute iieed should arise for additional womanpower in
that community.
As the year progressed, there oecame an increasingly more realistic -
outlook as key persons realized that womanpower would be increasingly
tapped in many areas in the state, and that acute situations could arise
in one community even though there was still unemployment in a community
just beyond commuting distance. The year 1942 saw a change in the policy
of many industries vAich had never before employed women.
IJo re than 60,000 IJothers Employed
In June of 1942 on the basis of figures obtained from the State De-
partment of Labor and Industries for the use of the Day Care Committee,

it -svas estimated that there v/ere 200,000 women employed in manufacturing
industries throughout the State. It tr/as estimated that 60,000 of these
were mothers of 120,000 children. The care of 120,000 children of working
mothers is certainly a concern.
The United States Employment Service estimated that 370 Massachusetts
firms, which employed 75,000 v/omen in May of 1942, employed 93,000 in Sep-
tember of 1942, a 24 per cent increase; and estimated the hire of 25,000
more women by January, 1943. Although not a complete picture of the em-
ployment of vromen in Massachusetts, it was regarded a large enough sample
to provide an indication of the total expected increase in the employment
2
of women.
Statistics obtained from the United States Employment Service show
the employment of 231,592 women in January, 1943. This figure covers
only manufacturing industries now engaged in war production and employing
200 or more persons.
This information is broken down according to the areas covered by the
local offices of the United States Employment Service; and in each in-
stance, the percentage of the total employment which the women workers
represent is given. A list of the cities and towns included in each of
the area offices of the U.S.E.S. is included in the Appendix and should
be used in studying Table I which follows.
2 This information is contained in a memorandum from the United
States Employment Service to a member of the field staff of the Massachu-
setts Day Care Committee.
3 This infomiation is contained in a memorandum from the U.S.E.3.
prepared for the use of the Massachusetts Day Care Committee.

TABLE I
ElvIPLOHviENT OF ViTOMEN IN I'lAlTlIFAGTURING INDUSTRIES AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
EliiPLOYlvIENT, MSSACHUSETTS, JAiruASY, 1943, AND ESTIMATED EXPANSION,
jMruARY—jmm, 1943^
Number of Percenta?e £!stimated Expansion
Area Women Employed of Total of YiTomen rlires
Jan. . 1943^ iiiiii'p1oyment Jan.——June, 1943
Athol 1,986 29.5 110
A'b'fc 1 ftVio TO 3,839 36,
8
340
Bos'ton 68,039 35.2 9,200
B T'nclrfcon 8,337 44. 1 875
Fall River 10,201 53.1 390
Fi 'hchTDiJi TP" 6,494 35.5 960
Greenfi eldVail A V/ V ' ' I'l —L w 1,848 25.5 69
Haverhill 1,483 46.1 25
Holvoke 3,625 31,6 157
LawT'fln CI e 11,241 46.3 500
Lowe 1
1
8,788 49.4 1,500
Lyiui 8,196 26.0 750
Mfi 7*11^0 1*0 5,620 42.9 550
2,808 26.4 230
New Bedford 15,408 50.2 840
Newburyport 1,586 43.8 400
North Adams 4,524 61.0 300
No rthampton 1,966 48.6 525
NonwDod 3,188 32.4 425 •
Pittsfield 4,132 24.6 300
Quincy 3,018 5.8 1,000
Salem 7,416 43.2 1,200
Springfield 23,354 32.8 2,600
Taunton 1,554 24.5 200
Tfaltham 5,129 56.5 1,500
Webster 5,636 44.5 475
Vfobum 92 8.0 4
Worcester 12,084 23.3 1,000
Total 231,592 26,425
a Figures for employment of women in January, 1943, and percentage of
total employment obtained from United States Employment Service;
estimated expansion of women hires computed conservatively from an-
ticipated hires of both men and women as obtained from the U.S.S.S.
on the basis of the present ratio of women employees.
b This figure covers only manufacturing industries now engaged in vra.r
production and employing 200 or more persons.
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Using the same proportion as in the previous estimate as of June,
1942, it may be estimated that 69,500 of these 231,592 women employed dur-
ing January, 1943, were mothers of 139,000 children.
Increasing Need for Women Employees
Pursuing the estimate further, as of June, 1943, 26,425 additional
women will be employed; of these it may be expected that 7,900 mil be
mothers of 15,800 children. Thus it will be that by June, 1943, at least
77,400 mothers of 154,800 children will be employed in manufacturing in-
dustries engaged in war production.
Normally, as Evra.n Clague, Director of the Bureau of Employment Secu-
rity of the Social Security Board, recently pointed out, one in four per-
4
sons in the total labor force is a vjoman. It should be noted that by
January, 1943, the numbers of women employed in manufacturing industries
represented a high percentage of the total employment in those industries
in many communities. For example, the highest proportion of women employed
is that in the North Adams area where 61 per cent of the total employees
in manufacturing industries are women; in the Waltham area, 56.5 per cent
of the employees in these industries are women; in the Fall iiiver area,
53.1 per cent of the employees are women; in the New Bedford area, 50.2
per cent_ are women; in the Lov/ell area, 49.4 per cent; in the Northampton
area, 48.6 per cent.
Conceivably in those areas where the percentage of women employed is
high and where there are still relatively large demands for expansion,
4 "Social Work and Manpower, Tfer and Post-War," at conference on
Itecruitment for Professional Social Work, Boston, April 9, 1943.

more mothers will he draivn into industry as the supply of men and vromen
without children becomes exhausted. Specifically these areas include
those around Brockton, Lowell, ilew Bedford, Worth Adams, Northampton,
Salem, Springfield, Waltham and Webster; possibly Boston and Llarlboro.
YiTomen Recruited by U.S.E«S.
Springfield and New Bedford were probably the two areas which felt
the need for increasing numbers of women in war industry most keenly dur-
ing 1942, The situation was difficult also in the Northern Berkshire area,
particularly in and around North Adams. In these three areas recruitment
campaigns for ivonen v/orkers were carried on by the United States Employ-
ment Service.
The campaign in the New Bedford area was first, followed by those in
the North Adams area and in the Springfield-IIolyoke area. Specifically,
the New Bedford area recruitment conducted in late September included the
towns of Achushnet, Fairhaven and Dartmouth as well as the city of New
Bedford. The Berkshire area recruitment conducted the first y;-eek in Octo-
ber included North Adams, Adams and Vvilliamstown; the Hampden-Hampshire
area recruitment conducted during the second week in November included
Springfield, Eolyoke and Northampton.
In each of these campaigns questionnaires addressed "To Every Patri-
otic TiToman" were distributed by the postman to every home. These regis-
trations were entirely voluntary. The questionnaire form used in each of
these campaigns vra-s actually a double post card carrying directions on one
card for filling out the simple questions on the other card v/hich was
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addressed to the United States EEiployment Service office for that area and
required no postage. The card stated "Every vroman should consider it her
duty to Anerlca to ref;ister for vjar \TOrk whether she is young or old, rich
or poor, single or married,"
These questionnaires asked for information relating to availability
for vrork and also inquired as to whether care would be required for chil-
dren if the mother Y;ent to vrorh. Space v/as provided to enter the ages of
the children for whom care vrould be needed. Another question asJced spe-
cifically whether the woman would accept work caring for children,
Hew Bedford
In the New Bedford area according to an analysis of returns published
in the New Bedford Standard Times on October 15, 1942, two weeks after the
questiorjp.aires vrere distributed, of the 6,902 forms which were returned,
2,200 women signified that they were ready for factory jobs. At the time
of the September 30th distribution of the questionnaires, it vra.s annotmced
in the Standard Times that the united States Employment Service saw a need
for 1,300 women immediately and an additional 2,000 women by January 1,
1943, At the time of the campaign, considerable attention v/as given to
the rlew Bedford situation in the newspapers of other cities and tovms in
the state.
The Hew Bedford press called attention to the relation bet-.reen re-
cruiting women for em.ployment and the necessity to make adequate provision
in the community for the care of children of mothers who vrere planning to
go to work.
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The Day Care Coinmittee in New Bedfdrd, the Chairman of v/hich is
Robert A. Cotner, General Secretar;^' of the New Bedford Children's Aid As-
sociation, requested the school board to establish ten units designed to
care for 300 children of mothers engaged in war industries. The Committee
in its release to the Standard Times on October 7, 1342, stated, "Vi/e regard
the whole day care problem as a growing problem which before the end of the
war conceivably may reach proportions now inconceivable. The time to pre-
pare for such an emergency is now." The report pointed out that there were
only four day nurseries operating in New Bedford; tv/o of which were under
private auspices and tvro sponsored by the W.F.A.
On January 4, 1943, a third vY.P.A. nursery school was opened in New
Bedford and the requirements for acceptance changed to care for children
5
of working mothers consistent vdth the new policy of the W.P.A, The
total enrollment of the three schools v/as only forty-three children as of
February 22, 194S, v/hereas each school could enroll thirty-nine children.
The Day Care Committee pointed out that these nursery schools were not
meeting the need because the hours did not fit in viell vidth those of em-
ployed mothers.^
The Day Care Committee favored making application for federal assist-
ance under the Lanham Act to establish day care units under the school
department which could be operated to more adequately meet the needs of
5 This information is from a memorandum on W.P.A. nursery schools
submitted by the State Department of Education for the use of the Iilassa-
chusetts Day Care Committee.
6 New Bedford Standard Times
,
February 22, 1943.

employed mothers. As of February 4, 1943, the feasibility of applying
Q
for Lanhara Act funds was under consideration.
An earlier survey made in the summer of 1S42 by the Day Care Commit-
tee in New Bedford through the public schools revealed 1,637 working
9
mothers mth 3,195 children. In that report it was stated that there was
need for nursery school care for 380 children aged tvro to five years; and
after-school care for 1,825 children from six to twelve years, or, if the
age range six to sixteen years was considered, there would be 2,414 chil-
dren needing care.
Of the 1,637 mothers who answered the questionnaire only ninety-five
families employed outside help; but 422 families requested one or more
forms of help including day nurserj'-, kindergarten, housekeepers, boarding
care, school lunches, supervised recreation.
Ifojrbh Adeons
During the first week of October, 20,000 questionnaires were sent out
in the Berkshire area for the enrollment of women in war work, the second
7 Although not specifically designating services for children of
working mothers. Title II of the Lanham Act (Public Law No. 137, 77th
Congress) has been interpreted to include the provision of such services
under the general authority to provide by loans or grants in any area of
acute shortage for the acquisition, maintenance and operation of public
works "necessary to the health, safety, and welfare of persons engaged in
national defense activities." Under the law, grants may be made to local
private non-profit organizations as well as to public agencies. The orig-
inal authorization of a ^150,000,000 appropriation to carry out the pur-
pose of Title II of the Lanham Act was raised to ^300,000,000 by section
5 of Public Law 409, 77th Congress.
8 New Bedford Standard Times
,
February 4, 1943.
9 A copy of this report'^i "The New Bedford Survey," prepared by
Robert A. Cotner, Executive Secretary of the Nev^ Bedford Children's Aid
Society, is in the files of the Massachusetts Day Care Committee.
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local registration of women in NeviT England; the first -was that conducted in
New Bedford. "^^ At the time of the registration, Powell M. Cabot, Director
for lilassachusetts of the United States Employment Service, vra.s quoted in
the North Adams Transcript on October 6, 1942, as saying, "At the present
time North Adams is one of the vital points at which critical war materials
are being produced. The majority of -p/orkers who are producing these mate-
rials are vromen, but thousands of additional women are needed immediately."
Questionnaires returned from the North Adams area numbered 3,401.
Women who stated that they were already employed but returned the question-
naire numbered 1,533. Of those willing to work numbering 922, those having
children under five years numbered 247j those having children over five
years numbered eightyj those having no children numbered 595.
In October, plans were underway for a nursery for children of working
12
mothers to be conducted at the Parish iiouse of one of the churches. Sub-
sequently consideration was given to a request for federal assistance from
13Lanham Act funds.
Springfield
The U.S.E.S. registration of women for the Springfield-Holyoke-
14Northampton area was conducted in iiovem.ber of 1S42. The Day Care Commit-
tee in Springfield, under the Council of Social Agencies, ims one of the
10 Christian Science Monitor
,
October 2, 1942,
11 This information ;ms secured from the files of the Massachusetts
Jay Care Committee.
12 North Adams Transcript , October 26, 1942,
13 From information recorded in the North Adams file of the Massa-
chusetts Day Care Committee.
14 Sprin^^field Morning Union , November 15, 1942.
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first cominittees in the state to be organized. The school deDartment in
coSpe ration vn.th the Day Care Comniittee conducted a survey of nomes in
which both parents v/ere employed. It was found that 200 fariilies of the
725 in which both parents were employed had made no provision for the care
of their children. A subsequent sui^/ey several months later in June of
1942 showed a substantial increase in the number of families of school
children whose parents were both employed.
Although there were several agencies providing care for young children
these agencies became taxed to capacity. An experimental day care center
was opened in one of the community houses under the auspices of the Day
Care Committee. This center v;-ith an enrollment of forty children continued
for three months at the end of which tine the public schools were able to
provide building and playground facilities.
In July of 1942, the Common Council voted ii7,000 for immediate needs
in conducting five day care centers opened by the public schools. Tuition
was charged for enrollment, first, v2.30 per week per child, later raised
to $3.60 in an effort to make the centers as self-supporting as possible.
Although under the public school system, the day care centers in
Springfield were started as a cooperative venture. The public schools pro-
vided room, equipment and supplies; school nurses vrere provided by the
Health Department for the daily inspection of the children; the Family
Welfare Association provided a counseling service for mothers who wanted to
make provisions for their children.
15 Elspeth Brandon, "A Day Care Project," The Impact of the YIs.r on
Children' s S e rvi Ce
s
, p. 10.
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At the five centers for day care of children of v/orking mothers now
operated in Springfield, children from two and one-half to twelve years of
age are eligible for enrollment. The centers are open from 7:15 in the
morning until 5:50 in the afternoon. The program provides for after-school
care for school-age children as well as for those of preschool age.
Another step taken in Springfield which provided additional care for
children vra-s the lov/ering of the age for admission to kindergarten in Sep-
tember of 1942 from four and one-half years to four years.
Plans for two additional day care centers are under-wa;,'-; one to be
located in a housing project, the other in the High School of Commerce
which is across the street from the United States Armoiy where hundreds of
women are employed on three shifts.
An analysis of the returns of the U.S.E.S. registration conducted in
Springfield in November of 1942 revealed that 5,253 of 14,552 women who
returned cards were already employed; 2,033 women without children signi-
fied that they ivanted to vrork; 1,439 -vromen vri.th children v/anted to work."'"^
A further analysis of the returns revealed that 661 of these women mth
children lived near no day care center; 429 of them had children under five
17years of age and 252 sought care for children over five years old.
As an experiment in February of 1943, 160 children from the Hooker
School, who were receiving hot lunches in school, v;ere taken to the Spring-
field Girls Club and to the Boys Club after lunch. This plan was arranged
after teachers in various sections of the city reported that boys and girls
16 Springfield Evening Union , l^ovember 23, 1942.
17 Springfield News
,
January 28, 1943.
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who were having school lunches were spending the rest of the noon hour in
boisterous recreation on nearby streets, "^^
Because of the increasing need in Springfield for day care for many
children of working mothers, an application for federal assistance under
the Lanham Act to provide for thirteen centers has been filed with official
19
authorities.
A pamphlet describing the facilities for the care of children avail-
able in Springfield is in preparation and is to be distributed to mothers
working in war industries with the assistance of organized labor.
Govemment Folic;;- as to the Employment of Mothers
During the past year, there developed an increasing avra.reness of the
need for a clear statement regarding the employment of mothers ivith young
children. A directive of the Viar ilanpower Coimiiission, designated as Di-
20
rective Ko. Ia, was issued on August 12, 1942. This Directive follows in
part:
. .no vroman responsible for the care of young children should be
encouraged or compelled to seek employment which deprives her children of
her essential care until after all other sources of labor supply have been
exhausted, but that if such women are employed, adequate provision for the
care of such children will facilitate their employment."
The full text of this Directive, which in addition to setting forth a
general policy as to the employment of mothers with young children provided
18 Springfield Evening Union, February 8, 1943.
19 Springfield Svening Union, January 12, 1943.
20 Federal ilegister
,
August 15, 1942. •
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for the coordination of planning for day care needs on the national level,
is included in the Appendix.
The policy of the federal government concerning the eiriployment of
mothers \iho have young children ivas further clarified in a later statement
of policy issued by the ¥»'ar Manpower Commission on January 13, 1943.
The follovdng basic policies are noted:
I. The first responsibility of women with young children, in
war as in peace is to give suitable care in their own homes
to their children,
II. In order that established family life may not be unneces-
sarily disrupted, special efforts to secure the employment
in industry of women with yoimg children should be deferred
until full use has been made of all .other sources of labor
supply.
III. Barriers against the employment of women with young chil-
dren should not be set up by employers. The decision as to
gainful employment should in all cases be an individual de-
cision made by the woman herself in the light of the par-
ticular conditions prevailing in her home.
IV. Viihenever it is found that women vri.th young children are
gainfully employed in essential activities, or that labor
requirements of essential activities have not been met after
the exhaustion of all other sources of labor supply, and
that to meet such requirements, women with young children
must be recruited, it is essential that:
(a) Such women be employed at such hours, on such shifts
or on such part-time schedules as v/ill cause the
least disruption in their family life; and
(b) If any such women are unable to arranjve for the sat-
isfactory care of their children at home during work-
ing hours, adequate facilities be provided for the
care of their children during working hours. Such
facilities should be developed as community projects
and not under the auspices of individual employers
or employer groups.
This statement of policy is an entirely realistic one recognizing the
21 War Lianpower Gor:imission, "Policy on Employment in Industry of
Vjomen v/ith Young Children," as amended January 13, 1943.

vital need for iTOmanpo-wer -which in some communities in Massachusetts has
already necessitated the employment of mothers. Kov/ever, it should not
be interpreted as encouraging the employment of mothers mth young chil-
dren. It should be remembered that the Federal Government is maintaining
Aid to Dependent Children and tl-iat the development of day care programs
for children of working mothers pertains only to vra.r production areas.
The full text of this statement of policy is included in the Appendix.
In Great Britain v.rhere all women from eighteen to forty-five years of
age have been mobilized, mothers of children under fourteen are not forced
22
to leave their homes. The widespread employment of mothers mth young
children vfas found to be poor economy. However some of these mothers have
volunteered to vrork in war industries, and for them, the British Govern-
ment has provided two types of nurseries: whole-time nurseries which are
open from 7:00 a.ii;. to 7:00 p.m. for children from one month to five years
of age; and part-time nurseries v^hich are normally open during school
hours, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., but which can be opened earlier and closed
later if there is special need. The vriiole-time nurseries are operated by
the maternity and child welfare authority; the part-time nurseries are
usually provided by the education authority. Both types of nurseries are
set up wherever the Linistry of Labor finds need for such facilities.
No Alarming Neglect of Children of Vforking Mothers
Early in 1942 as more women and some mothers were called into industry
22 Lady E. D. Simon, "The Working Mother in England," The Child
,
7:62, November, 1942.
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especially in those areas of the state in which war industries are located,
although no statistics were available at that time, there i/ms a general
impression that there were instances here and there throughout the state
in which children were receiving inadequate care because of the mother's
absence from the home at work without having made suitable arrangements
for the care of her family.
There was much concern in a neighboring state, Connecticut, about
children left in parked cars and children coming to school mth keys around
their necks. liVhat vra.s the situation in Massachusetts?
The General Secretary of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children, Theodore A, Lothrop, had stated in response to an
inquiry from the Massachusetts Child Council relative to the Massachusetts
situation, "Our district agents have reported from several sections of the
state many instances of children left alone or without adequate care or
supei*vision by mothers who have taken jobs in defense industries. In gen-
eral, these situations are not due to viciousness, and are easily corrected
by friendly advice and persuasion."
In an effort to gather some facts concerning the situation, the Mas-
sachusetts Child Council and the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
23Children undertook a joint study in which the va'iter participated.
This study revealed 1,774 children of preschool and school age in 642
families involving working mothers knorni to the S. P. C. C, during the
23 Beatrice S. Stone, "A Study of the Relation of the Emplojoaent
of Mothers to the K'eglect or Delinquency of Their Children as Seen by the
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Januaiy 1
to December 31, 1942."
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calendar year 1942, This group represented 10 per cent of the total number
of oases handled by the Society during that year. The study, made in four
parts each covering a three-month period, indicated that vfhile the total
number of complaints made to the o. P. C. C, vrere decreasing, the propor-
tion of complaints involving vrorking mothers -was increasing.
An analysis of the geographical distribution of the cases involving
working mothers revealed many cases of neglect in certain industrial cen-
ters. The situation in Bristol and Hampshire Counties vra.s revealed as
warranting further study, particularly the cities of Fall iriiver, Hew Bed-
ford and Northampton. In Essex County, Lynn and Salem stood out. Other
communities where a problem was indicated were Greenfield in Franklin Coun-
ty, Frainingham and Loxvell in kiddlesex County. Heed for further study was
also indicated in the Hoxbury, Charlestown and South End districts of Bos-
ton; the cities of Fitchburg and Worcester in Yiforcester Countyj and Somer-
ville in lliddlesox County,
In 58.6 per cent of the families of working mothers knovm. to the
S. P. C. C, it appeared that there may have been an economic need for the
mother's employment because of the father's absence from the home, his un-
employment, or frequently his unwillingness to support even though em-
ployed.
In general, many of the complaints revealed the kind of family situ-
ations usually thought of as handled by the S. P. C. C. In a large pro-
portion of the cases, 54.8 per cent, the homes v/ere broken. There was ev-
idence of imiaorality in 18.8 per cent of the families and of intemperance
in 15.9 per cent of the cases. The mother's employment frequently appeared
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as a complicating or precipitating factor in what -vvas already a bad family
situation.
Instances were noted of children remaining out of school because of
the mother's absence from the home, or daughters being kept from attending
school by -working mothers to care for younger children.
Two hundred and two families or 31.5 per cent of the 642 families
noted above made no provisions at all for the care of one or more of their
children during the mother's absence from the home. In 15,6 per cent of
the families an older child or a neighbor's child cared for the younger
children. Only eleven children attended nursery school. Practically none
of the other provisions made with relatives or neighbors or in boarding or
foster day homes were satisfactory or the family would probably have not
been referred to the 3. P. C. C, Only thirteen complaints were found to be
unwarranted.
The incidence of juvenile delinquency including anti-social behavior
in the neighborhood as well as actual court appearances of the children of
these families v/as high, 27.6 per cent. This is a significant finding
when it is realized that the incidence of similar misbehavior sanong all
the cases handled by the S. P. C. G. during 1942 was 15.1 per cent.
Although the fact that 642 families involving vrorking mothers of
1,774 children were referred to the S. P. C. C. during 1942 deserves seri-
ous attention, it should be pointed out that these mothers represent less
than .3 per cent of the total nuraoer of ¥/omen employed in manufacturing
industries alone as of January, 1943, and less than 1 per cent of the es-
timated number of mothers so employed. The proportion that these families

knoiiffn to the S. P. C, C. bear to the total nuraber of mothers employed in
all industries vrould be even sxaaller. Proportionately, therefore, to the
total number of mothers employed, the nuraber of those who seriously neg-
lect their children by doing so is definitely not alarming but care must
be taken locally that the situation remains in hand as increasing nuiabers
of women, and ainong them mothers, go into industry.
Coordination of Day Care Activities
In Massachusetts, the further coBrdination of activities relating to
day care v/as achieved through an Executive Order of the Governor issued on
Januar^r 5, 1943, providing for the cooperation of the State Departments of
Education, Public Health, Public Welfare, and Labor and Industries ^ -i\d.th
24the iiassachusetts Committee on Puolic Safety. The Executive Order also
empov/ered the above State Departii.onts "jointly and severally" to apply on
behalf of the Commonwealth for funds which may be available from, the fed-
eral government for the administration and provision of day care for chil-
dren of vrorlcing mothers. The full text of tl.is uraer is included in the
Appendix.
24 Executive Order Wo, 47.
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CBAPTER III
JUVENILE DELINQUEIICY
Increase Indicated by La rger Courts Nationally and in Bng land
There has been considerable discussion in Massachusetts and in the
nation gisnerally relative to the situation as to delinquency among chil-
dren, particularlj'' in areas of vra.r industry.
Complete comparative statistics for the nation are not yet available.
Preliminary'- reports for 1942 fror- 179 juvenile courts as received by the
Children's Bureau indicated an increase in the number of cases disposed of
by ninety-seven of them; a decrease in cases disposed of by seventy-two of
the juvenile courts; and ten courts reported substantially no change.
Considering the larger courts alone, those serving a population of
100,000 or more, nore than twice as many showed an Increase as those which
reported a decrease. Considering the smaller courts, those serving less
than 100,000 population, those showing an increase and those showing a
decrease were more nearly evenly divided, a few more of this group indi-
cating a decrease rather tlian an increase.
One hundred and one of the 179 courts reporting indicated an increase
in the cases of girls with a greater increase in girls' cases noted by the
larger courts than by those serving smaller areas. Eighty-three courts
reported a greater increase in girls' cases than in those of boys; and
fifty-five courts reported a larger increase in the number of boys' cases
than of girls.
1 "Barometers of Wartiiae influences on the Behavior of Children
and Youth," U. S. Children's Bureau release, February 1, 1943.
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In England duriiig the first year of the y/ar, juvenile delinquency in-
creased 41 per cent in the age group under fourteen; and 22 per cent in the
2
age group froir. fourteen to seventeen.
The situation in England during the first year of war abroad and that
during the first year of the entry of the United States in the imr actually
are not comparable as v/e did not suffer from bonbardment or the threat of
invasion and no mass evacuations were necessary as in England with the re-
sultant separation of families, l/Wiatever separation of families occurred
in this country'- -vvas related to the drafting of older brothers, the entry
into the service of sone fathers, and the increasing employment of women
in some areas, mothers of children of school age and sometimes of preschool
age children.
Inc rease Indicated by Board o_f Probation—
Comparative statistics of court appearances of juveniles, children
under seventeen years of age according to the Massachusetts law, arc avail-
able for this state over a considerable period. In fact, tvj-o sets of such
statistics are available; they are kept by two official sources, the Board
of Probation and the Administrative Committee of the District Courts,
The figures compiled from the records of the Board of Probation are
not yet available for 1942, A comparison of the ten-month period, Janu-
a.xy 1--October 50, 1942, and the corresponding period for the previous year
is available based on returns from the probation officers in practically
all of the courts of the state. The results of this comparison which are
2 Lileanor T. Glueck, "Wartime Delinquency," Journal of Criminal Law
and Criminology, 33:119, July—August, 1942.

shoTOi in Table II which follows indicate an increase for the state of 9 per
cent in juvenile cases. When this is broken down by boys and girls, an
increase of 29 per cent is noted for girls and a 7 per cent increase for
boys.
TABLE II
C0i£PARI3OK Ob' Uuuiil APPEAHMICES OF JUVENILIS, JAMAHY 1—OCTOBER 31, 1941,
AKi) SAl-E PERIOD, 1942, 77 COURTS, J\A.SSAGKUSETTS^
Courts
Reporting
Number^
Boys
1941
Girls Total Boys
1942
Girls Total
Increase or De-
crease in 1942
in Per Cent
Boys Girls Total
Suffolk
County 7 1144 177 1321 1055 230 1285 -8 +30 -3
Outside
Suffolk
County 70 2378 299 2677 2697 386 3083 +13 29 + 15
Smaller
Courts 47 628 74 702 781 112 893 24 +51 +27
Larger
Courts
_25 1750 225 1975 1916 274 2190 »9 + 22 + 11
State 77 3522 476 3S98 3752 616 4368 +7 +29 +9
a Statistics as reported by probation officers on questionnaires to the
Board of Probation. Figures represent individuals: estimate 10 per
cent repeaters during year.
b Includes a few superior courts: total lower and superior courts in
state, 84.
—But Not for Suffolk County
The situation in Suffolk County is at variance mth that for the rest
of the state J a decrease of 3 per cent is noted, iihen this figure is
broken dovm for boys and girls, a decrease of 8 per cent is noted for boys
and an increase of 30 per cent in girls' cases.
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The discrepancy betvreen Suffolk County and the rest of the state
probably reflects the activity of the Boston Police in "holding court"
themselves and disposing of cases of juvenile delinquency (boys' cases
only) -without reference to the court. This is known to be a procedure be-
gun in 1942. It should be noted that the increase in girls' cases is
practically the same for Suffolk County and for the rest of the state, 30
per cent and 29 per cent respectively.'
The greatest increase is noted when the smaller courts are grouped
together. A total increase of 27 per cent is indicated; a 51 per cent in-
crease for girls and a 24 per cent increase for boys. These percentages
should be considered vrith some caution as the courts concerned are the
smaller ones in which an increase in a relatively fevj- cases reflects a
high percentage increase.
Previous Trend Dowmimrd
On the basis of the actual figure for seventy-seven courts as given
above for the first ten months of 1942, 4,368, a conservative estimate
for the calendar year would be 5,250. This figure vfould reflect a 10 per
cent increase for the state over that for 1941 when the Board of Probation
reported 4,767 cases for the calendar year.
As will be noted from Table III which follovj-s, the de.linquency fig-
ures have varied considerably from year to year during the past ten years
decreasing generally, -with the exception of 1937, until 1941 when an in-
crease of 4 per cent occurred.
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TABLE III
COMPAZESON OF COuET APPEARANCES OF JUVEIFILES, AKD AVER/iGE
FOR TEN YEAR PERIOD, lUiooAGilUSBTTS, 1933—1942^
Year Kumber
Increase or Decrease
Over Previous Year
in Per Gent
1933 6465 -13.3
19 34 6458 no change
1935 6339 -1.8
1936 5207 -17.9
1937 5590 7.4
1938 5072 -9.3
1939 4805 -5.3
1940 4580 -4.7
1941 4767 4.1
1942 5250 flO.l
a Figures for 1933— 1938 as recapitulated in the Annual Report of the
Board of Probation for the Year Ending December 31, 1938; those for
1939, 1940, 1941, as received from the Board of Probation in ansvrer
to a request; 1942 figure estimated on basis of actual figure re-
ported by Board of Probation for ten-month period.
Only
_1 Per Cent Increase for State Noted by Admini st rat ive
Committee of District Courts—
The statistics of the Administrative Coiionittee of the District Courts
to which have been added those of the Boston Juvenile Court are compiled
from October to October, rather than for the calendar year. Complete
figures as to court appearances of juveniles for 1942 were available from
this source.
These figures, however, although theoretically compiled on the same
basis as those by the Board of Probation run consistently higher than
those for the Board of Probation. Although the twelve-month periods for
which the information is computed are not identical, one would not expect
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this variance. Both' sources report that statistics cover individuals
rather than counts against individuals. There is some feeling that the
figures reported to the Administrative Committee by the clerks of the
courts, although not supposed to include counts rather than individuals,
may in some instances do so. This appears to be the only logical explana-
tion in the consistent difference over the years in the statistics report-
ed from the two sources.
The figures of the Administrative Committee, to which have been added
thoso for the Boston Juvenile Court, as presented in Table IV indicate an
increase of only 1.2 per cent for 1942 as compared with 1941. Unfortunate-
ly these statistics although available for each court in the state are not
available broken down by girls' and boys' cases.
TABLE IV
COURT APPEARAICCES OF JUVE1JILE3, LIASSAChTJSETTS, FOR THE TEN YEAR PERIOD,
OCT. 1, 1932—OCT. 1, 1942^
Year Court Appearances
Increase or
Decrease over
Previous Year
in Per Gent
Oct. 1, 1932—Oct. 1, 1933 8679 -8.7
Oct. 1, 1933—Oct. 1, 1934 8048 -7.3
Oct. 1, 1934—Oct. 1, 1955 7618 -5.3
Oct. 1, 1935—Oct. 1, 1936 6236 -18.1
Oct. 1, 1936—Oct. 1, 1937 7079 +13.0
Oct. 1, 1937—Oct. 1, 1938 6402 -S.7
Oct. 1, 1938—Oct. 1, 1939 6694 +4.6
Oct. 1, 1939—Oct. 1, 1940 6478 -3.2
Oct. 1, 1940—Oct. 1, ly41 6347 -3.4
Oct. 1, 1941—Oct. 1, 1942 6423 + 1.2
a Compiled from the statistics of the Administrative Committee of the
District Courts, and of the Boston Juvenile Court as given in the
Report of the Judicial Council of Massachusetts for each of these
years.

—But Larger Increases in Areas of War Industry
An analysis of the Administrative Committee statistics for 1942 as
compared mth 1941 indicates an increase in forty-three courts, a decrease
in twenty-two (four of these in Suffolk County), and substantially no
change (no variation or a variation of only one from the preceding year)
in eight courts.
As shown in Table V which follov/s, a consideration of the courts in
areas known to hsve been affected by war industry or by the presence of
army camps reveals riarked increases in the areas covered by the following
courts: Ayer, Irockton, Cambridge, Charlestovra., Chelsea, Fall River,
Framingham, Gardner, Greenfield, Leominster, Lowell, Ivialden, New Bedford,
Mewton, Korth Adams, Korthaiupton, Quincy.
In contrast, substantially no change is reported for Pittsfieldj and
considerable decreases are noted for ilolyoke and for Springfield, perhaps
the most congested vra.r industry center in the state. A decrease is also
noted for Barnstable County in which Camp Edwards is located, although
an increase is noted for Plymouth County which is nearby.
Despite the marked increases in certain areas of the state as noted
above, decreases in other areas have been considerable so that the in-
crease for the state as a whole for the period, Oct. 1, 1941—Oct. 1,
1942, as compared with the period, ooc. 1, 1940—Oct. 1, 1941, is only
1.2 per cent.
Commitments Have Increased
Since January of 1942, commitments to the three training schools for

TABLE V
COIvIPAHISOW OF COURT AP^EARAiMGES OF JUVENILES III llASSACHUSETTS, SELECTED
COURTS, FOR THE PERIODS, OCT. 1, 1940—OCT. 1, 1941,
Ai:D OCT. 1, 1941—OCT. 1, 1942^
Oct. 1, 1940
—
Oct. 1. 1941
Court^ Oct. 1. 1941 Oct. 1. 1942
Ayer (Liiddlesex ls"b northern) 18 42
Broolrfaor' 48 91
Cambridge (Middlesex 3rd Eastern) 221 263
CharlestoTOi 119 166
Chslsea 136 161
Fall l-Liver (Bristol, Second) 144 183
Framingham (Middlesex 1st Southern) 36 62
Gardner (YiTorcester 1st Northern) 33 75
Greenfield (Franklin) 31 42
Holyoke 63 36
Leominster 57 73
Lo'.vell 59 75
Maiden (Middlesex 1st Eastern) 252 272
New Bedford (Bristol, Third) 168 268
Newton 60 88
North Adams (Berkshire, Northern)
Northanpton (Hampshire)
23 37
54 92
Pittsfield (Berkshire, Central) 41 42
Quincy (Korfolk, East) 171 194
Springfield 155 143
a From the statistics of the Administrative Committee of the District
Courts as published in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth -Report , Judicial
Council of Massachusetts.
b Location of court only is given; jurisdiction of court in most in-
stances covers a surrounding area as well.
delinquents, Lyman School for Boys, the Industrial School for Boys, and
the Industrial School for Girls, have been rising.^ On November 1, 1942,
Lancaster vdth 299 girls in residence exceeded its "normal capacity" by
3 The information which follows is based upon figures secured
from the Division of Juvenile Training, Department of Public ^felfare.

two. The other two 'schools, L^nnan and Shirley (the Industrial School for
Boys), although not exceeding their "normal capacity" reached peaks in
June and September rospectlvely. See Table YI.
It should be noted that from December, 1940, to April, 1942, the
resident population on the first day of the month at the training schools
VIB.S vToll below the average daily residence for the nine-year period,
1933—1941, 900. In May of 1942, the resident population on the first of
the month hovered toward the average for the previous nine-year period.
The average vj-as exceeded in June of 1S42, On December 1, 1S42, there v/ere
899 boys and girls in the training schools. The peak for 1942 occurred in
June vfhen 930 boys and girls were in residence on the first day of the
month.
Commitment of girls to the training schools has increased somewhat
more than that of boys but there is not as marked a difference as might
have been expected from the proportionately larger increase in the court
appearance of girls.
On the basis of statistics of the Administrative Committee of the
District Courts, it has been shown that the increase in court appearances
of juveniles has been just over 1 per cent for the period, October 1,
1941—October 1, 1942, as compared with the previous tvj-elve -month period.
It has also been shovm that commitments to the ti^aining schools have been
increasing markedly.
Juvenile Offenses More Aggressive
There seems to be a logical explanation for the marked increase in

TABLE VI
RESIDEUIT POPULATION, MSSACHUSETTS TRAINING SCHOOLS, ON THE FIRST DAY OF
TliE MONTH, DECEMBER, 1940, TO lIAilCH, 1943, ANT) NORL'IAL CAPACITY®-
Residenl; Lyman School Industrial School Industrial School Total
Population for Boys for Girls
DocemDer i, lb40 ICCooo 254 228 837
January 1, •2 O >1 225 O O f7227 r? r? r?Ill
February 1 ooo CO 1 2oD 808
Larch 1 344 250 236 830
April 1 •2 '2 To37 3o 2<3 / 810
Ulay i •2 *2 r7oo / 24o O "2COO olo
June 1 '7 cz r\ooy 'c'6o o o o228 O O/^820
July i •2 'Z'7OO 1 OTA tio TOO/ OO
August 1 O Q OCOC. ic04 0*20coy •7 O C/ ^,0
September 1 o o ccoo TOO/ <io
October 1 276 210 229 715
November 1 294 220 243 757
December 1 295 2o6 243 774
January x, iy4r<s CC'k <soi T ^ /I744
February 1 31o 233 244 793
llarch 1 327 250 259 836
April 1 347 261 266 874
i'lay 1 Otc^ c ( O CIO fiQoy o
June 1 379 269 282 930
July 1 372 269 287 928
August 1 352 272 287 911
September 1 360 277 292 929
October 1 354 272 286 912
November 1 361 •268 299 928
December 1 355 257 287 899
January 1, 1943 322 242 283 847
February 1 356 266 285 907
March 1 364 267 279 910
Normal Capacity 480 319 297 1096
a Statistics obtained from the Division of Juvenile Training.
commitments and reason for serious concern without necessarily proving a
proportionately substantial increase in the number of court appearances
of juveniles. It has been pointed out by several authorities that the

offenses being comnitted by juveniles are more aggressive in nature be-
cause of v/artime instabilities and motivations. Dr. George E, Gardner,
co-director of the Judge Baker Guidance Center, and Judge Lav/rence G.
Brooks, of the District Court in Maiden, sneaking recently at different
meetings voiced similar opinions as to the increase in delinquencies of
the aggressive type sunong children, adolescents particularly.* Specifi-
cally Dr. Gardner noted that larceny, vn.llful destruction of property, and
sex delinquency ainong adolescent girls were offenses which were on the
increase.
This leads to the suggestion that those interested in the prevention
of juvenile delinquency cannot be content vri.th reviewing statistics alone-
even vdth statistics v/hich appear to indicate that the situation is not
alarming. They must be concerned with what Dr. Gardner has recently re-
ferred to as the external and internal causative factors of delinquency
and a consideration of hov/ these change in time of war.
Dr. Gardner pointed out that some of the external factors usually
thought of as causes of delinquency among children have disappeared,
particularly causes related to unemployment and poverty. Other external
forces have appeared relating especially to the absence of parents from
the home, new-found wealth, and the urge to leave school permanently at
an earl;/ age now that jobs are readily obtainable.
Dr. Gardner attributed the increase in delinquency of the aggressive
4 Reference has been made 8.bove to Dr. Gardner's paper "Child
jjehavior in Wartime" presented at the Wev/ England Conference of Catholic
Charities. Judge Brooks presided at the Civic League Forum, "Delinquency
and Dislocations of Wartime," liarch 5, 1943.

type to alterations in the internal situation of boys and girls, that is
in Gheir motivations. The instabilities and insecurities of the \mr peri-
od foster aggressive behavior especially among adolescents who are striv-
ing for independence.
As further evidence that wartime delinquency among boys and girls is
frequentljr the result of internal motivations which seek expression, the
results of a special study by Dr. Gardner and Dr. Harvey Spencer, of chil-
dren, whose father or older brother had recently left for the Service, are
cited. This study based on referrals to the habit Clinic for Child Guid-
ance and to the Judge Baker Guidance Center indicated that one-half of the
children who shelved delinquencies committed the first offense after the
father or older brother who acted as father substitute left for the
5
service.
Recognition of the motivations which produce delinquent and anti-
social behavior is basic to any plan for delinquency prevention. As Dr.
Gardner has stressed, recreation planned to prevent delinquency must pro-
vide for the draining off of the aggressive energies of adolescent boys
and girls in a socially beneficial and acceptable way.
An examination of newspaper clippings relating to juvenile delinquen-
cy confims the opinion that concern should be directed to the kinds of
delinquencies that boys and girls are committing and to the types of pre-
ventive activities that will satisfy the striving for independence and
aggressive energies which abound in adolescents in time of peace and v/hich
5 As presented by Dr. Gardner at the Catholic Charities Conference
referred to above.
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become exaggerated to the point of strain in time of v/ar.
The Springfield Union on June 11, 1942, reported:
During the past four or five months, there have been as
many juvenile sex cases, several of them of a serious nature,
than have occurred during any one year during the past five
years
.
From an editorial in the Taunton Gazette, February 25, 1943, relative
to the enactment of a curfeTf law:
Something was needed, certainly to lessen the tragedies
which have occurred only too frequently in this city and
which have been steadily multiplying as police, clergy and
social viTorkers Imow.
Capo Cod Standard Times, iiyannis, November 9, 1942:
It is one of the sorrier spectacles on the streets of
the Cape to-vvns to see very young girls out late at night, or
in pairs, unchaporoned. Circumstances have brought the Cape
to the point where better control is required over boys and
girls at night.
Southbridge News, November 13, 1942, an editorial entitled "War
Delinquency":
Although not so rampant here as in some other towns.
Juvenile delinquency is increasing to a certain extent in
Southbridge. Most of the boys arrested are not bad boys;
they just have too much unsupervised leisure. Police ar-
rested six boys of this type v/ho had broken TdndoviTS and
done other dajciage to the Hiver otreet School. Much of the
recent juvenile delinquency can be blamed on the v/ar. There
is unnatural excitement in the air which is bound to affect
children. . . . But more than war enthusiasm, the fact that
in many families both mother and father as well as the older
children are working in v/ar factories, leaves the road open
for youthful deviltry. . . . This is a problem which will
grow, and is one x'lhich Southbridge must meet. A thorogoing
recreational program and careful social work would do much
to curb this War Baby.
Arlington Advocate, November 19, 1942, an editorial entitled "A War
Danger":
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In Arlington so far there has been no such increase
(juvenile delinquency) except perhaps on ilalloween when there
were more mischevious and destructive pranks played than is
usual on that night.
Springfield Union, February 19, 194S, nev^s item entitled "Many Chil-
dren of War Plant Workers Sxm Away Discontented":
An unusually large number of Springfield children run-
aways was recorded, one-third of them being children in fam-
ilies where both parents were vrorking. In commenting on the
runaway cases that came up l^st month, the officials noted a
contrast in the reasons for leaving home from those of the
past when children sought to escape deprivation. Kow the
children seem v/ell furnished with clothes and money, usually
leaving by bus or train, but driven by discon"cent and a lack
of supervision in the home. They were most nuinerous in the
fourteen to sixteen age group.
Adolescent G-irls Restless
Resltessness among girls and the striving for independence were em-
phasized In the conmients of Miss Iviargaret Sullivan, probation officer for
girls in the Boston Juvenile Court, at a recent meeting in Boston. She
noted that there had been an increase in the number of adolescent girls
coming to the Boston Juvenile Court during 1942 as compared with the pre-
vious year and that so far for 1943 this increase was even more marked.
Girls are frequently brought in as runaways rather than as sex offenders
although sex offenses are involved. The Boston Juvenile Court receives a
large proportion of the cas';s of adolescent girls as the central district
of Boston, v/hich area includes Boston Common and the Scollay clquare dis-
trict, is vdthin the jurisdiction of this Court,
6 Girls' Activities Conference, March 16, 1943.

It has "been emphasized that recreational programs, in order to meet
the needs of adolescent boys and girls, should be co-educational to com-
pete mth commercialized recreation. Programs for boys and girls must be
stepped up as the psychological effects of the war have pushed the needs
of adolescents ahead, in some instances as much as three years. This
opinion v/as voiced at a recent meeting of the Girls' Activities Confer-
ence, a conference of group workers.
Long Sange as Well as Irm^iediate Delinquency Prevention
Plans riecessary
Basically, however, as Alice Scott Nutt, of the United States Chil-
dren's Bureau, has so ably pointed out, long range as well as immediate
plans for the prevention of juvenile delinquency are necessary.
In wartime as in peacetime approach to the prevention
of Juvenile delinquency'" must be made through basic services
to children and their families and through the control of
community conditions. Services that build up the economic
and social security of the family and its members must be
supplied if they are lacking and strengthened if they are
v/eak: financial assistance and case vrork service to meet
breakdomis in family life; community facilities to supple-
ment hom.e care when mothers are employed; effective health
service and medical care to safeguard both mental and physi-
cal health; opportunities for education; safeguards with
respect to child labor and youth employment; and opportuni-
ties for vfholesome companionship and leisure-time influences.
Coiraaunity influences must oe controlled by means of lav/s
and ordinances relating to conditions on the streets and in
public places, in centers for commercial recreation, and in
service industries, particularly those providing shelter,
food, drink, and entertainment. Legal provision must be made
for the inspection and control of health and social condi-
tions in these places and these service industries, and for
the protection of youth and the prevention of their exploita-
tion for commercial gain. Still more im.portant is enforce-
ment of these regulatory and protective measures by compe-
tent and socially minded officials vrho understand the needs

of young people' and are alert to recognize destructive influences. '
Plans for delinquency prevention must be long range as well as relat-
ed to the immediate T/artime situation. The lack of trained leadership is
a serious handicap in the planning of any recreational program for the
prevention of delinquency much the same as lack of personnel is an urgent
problem in related child welfare fields v/hich have bearing on the problem
of delinquency prevention. Existing child -welfare and family security
services must be preserved. The agencies in the coriimunity Virhich have al-
ways had a responsibility in the detection, prevention and treatment of
delinquency—the school, the police, and the court—must continue to work
cooperatively to'vmrd a common goal.
7 Alice ocott L'utt, "7ii'artime Influences on Juvenile Delinquency,"
Bulletin, Child Y^elfare League of America, 21:1, November, 1942.

CHAPTES IV
POSTEH HOME PLACElvlErIT
Boarding Home Shortage Felt Nationally
During the past year, many children's agencies in Massachusetts have
experienced an increasing need for boarding foster homes for children to-
gether vvlth increasing difficulty in finding suitable homes. Since the
outbreak of the war, there has been a marked decrease in applications from
prospective boarding parents. This situation has been felt throughout the
country-. Special efforts to recruit foster homes have already beon under-
taken in Nevf York and Chicago."^
The shortage of fostor homes can be attributed to the follov/ing rea-
sons associated -with the war effort: prospective foster mothers prefer to
rent available rooms to v/orkers in vra.r industry who can pay more than chil-
dren's agencies do; prospective foster mothers are themselves going into
industry at good vmges; many faiiiilies have moved to Tivar industry centers
where crowded housing conditions do not pemit boarding children; the im-
minence of military service causes ybung couples who might not othenivise do
so to hesitate to assume the responsibilities of foster parents.
Successful Drive for nomes in New York City
In New York City, a joint effort to recruit foster homes ivas
1 For descriptions of these efforts see: "A United Home Finding
Campaign," Bulletin , Child Welfare League of America, 21:6, September, 1942;
Henrietta L. Gordon, "Recent -Developments in Home Finding," Ibid., p. 4;
Jacob Kepecs and Albert Deemer, "Some Efforts to Meet a Critical Period in
Child Placing," Bulletin , Child Welfare League of America, 21:1, October,
1942. A detailed description of the New York City effort is on file at the
office of the Massachusetts Child Council, 41 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston.
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organized mth seventeen agencies participating during the summer of 1942
under the auspices of the iJew York City Committee on Child V/elfai-e of the
State Charities Aid Association. Catholic, Jevirish and Protestant ^;roups
v/ere represented. The Campaign was opened v/ith a luncheon at Virhich the
principal speakers were Miss Katherine Lenroot, Chief of the United States
Children's Bureau, and the late Commissioner of Public V^elfare for Heiv York
City, 1/Villiam Hodson. The metropolitan newspapers gave generously of space
to nevrs releases and feature stories as prepared by the Committee, f>orough
meetings of foster pai-ents and their friends were arran::ed as a basis for
individual and group contacts vri.th prospective foster parents. The New
York City experiment vra-s successful in opening up a new source of supply
of foster homes at a time when agency reservoirs were completely exhausted.
Following discussion of the New York City experiment at a meeting of
the Children's Departinent of the Boston Council of Social Agencies in Oc-
tober of 1'J42, a state-vd.de meeting of child placing agencies ivas called
in December at the time of the State Conference of Social Y/ork to consider
the possibility of planning a joint campaign for the recruitment of addi-
tional foster homes in this State similar to that successfully launched in
New York City.
Chronic Need for Home s Now Acute in Massachusetts
As 1942 progressed, public and private agencies in various parts of
the state were reporting increasing difficulty in finding new homes. The
Division of Child Guardianship of the Department of Public ViTelfare, the
largest child placing agency in the state, whose responsibility it is to
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provide boarding care for neglected and , dependent children comiaitted to
them, -VIB.S particularly hard pressed because of the size of their problem.
Close to 8,000 dependent and neglected children are in the care of the •
Division, 6,000 of whom are in boarding homes.
Comparative statistics for the twelve-month periods, Dec. 1, 1940
to Dec. 1, 1941, and Dec, 1, 1S41 to Dec. 1, 1942, indicate substantially
no change in the total intake of the Division for the period since the out-
break of the war. During the last month of 1940 and the first eleven
months of 1941, 1,362 children Yrere received by the Division of Child
Guardianship; during the next twelve-month period, 1,370 children v/ere
received.
Breakdovm of these figures by the several categories in vjhich chil-
dren are received by the Division: neglected, dependent, delinquent and
wayward, shows an increase in the number of commitments of neglected chil-
dren from 854 in the first tv/elve-month period to 895 in the second period.
However, the number of dependent children received by the Division was
markedly less during 1942 when 279 dependent children were received than
during 1941 when 369 such children came under care. The number of delin-
quent children increased from 137 in 1941 to 196 in 1942; this increase,
hoTj-ever, reflects in part, at least, the change in the statutes effective
during 1942 which provided the Division mth additional resources for the
temporary care of delinquent children received from the courts. No wayvirard
children vrere reported for 1942; tr/o such cases vrere reported for 1941.
2 The information v/hich follows ims prepared by the Division of
Child Guardianship for the use of the Massachusetts Child Council.
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The acute need for foster homes by the Division of Child Guardianship
is related to the inarked decrease in the number of applications received
from prospective boarding homes rather than to any alarming increase in
the number of children for virhom care in boarding homes is necessary. Dur-
ing the past year, approximately 1,150 applications from prospective fos-
ter families were received as compared with an average of 1,600 applica-
tions for each of three years preceding 1941 when a drop in applications
began to be felt. In the past about two-thirds of the applications re-
ceived were acceptable j during 1942 only about one-fifth of the applica-
tions oould be approved. The Division of Child Guardianship together with
other agencies is experiencing extreme difficulty in finding baby homes.
At the meeting of the Children's Department of the Boston Council of
Social Agencies, referred to above, at which the foster home situation was
discussed, a representative of the Child Welfare Department of the City of
Boston reported that the Departm.ent -was experiencing difficulty in finding
new homes. An analysis of thirty-five homes recently/- lost by this Depart-
ment revealed that twenty were lost for financial reasons, that is because
foster parents found expenses too high; and fifteen lost because the fos-
ter mother decided to go to work.
From the Children's Aid Association in Springfield it was reported
that. intake had increased considerably during the past year; that the war's
affect in Springfield was being felt in an alanning increase in intake as
well as difficulty in recruiting foster homes.
From Child Welfare House in Lynn it ims reported that it is practical-
ly impossiole to find foster homes and that the applications that are

being made by prospective foster parents are generally not usable.
The Children's Aid Society in Boston reported they were losing foster
homes because of war v/ork and v/ere forced to raise the rate of board for
infant homes in order to keep them.
In Springfield, Lowell and Brockton, the situation as to the need for
foster homes has received some attention in the press.
The Brockton Enterprise on January 28, 194-S, carried a statement on
the Annual Seport of the Brockton Catholic Charities Center and quoted
from that Report:
There is much planning done and treatment given for the
children under care. Foster home finding and placement be-
comes necessary and to-day it is a grave problem to find such
home s
.
The Springfield Evening Union on October 15, 1942, carried a report
of a talk given by Miss M. Emily Hatch, Executive Secretary of the Hampden
County Children's Aid Association in which she stated:
This year's applications have increased from month to
month at a dizzy speed, so that the year's total of 438 new
cases is an increase of about 60 per cent over last year;
and 150 per cent increase over the- previous year.
The Lowell Sun on Januai-y 26, 1943, carried a statement on the Annual
Report of the Lovrell Catholic Charitable Bureau which emphasized the dif-
ficulty in obtaining foster homes as a result of the vra.r situation:
liany more requests than formerly were made for assist-
ance in placing children in institutions or foster homes. . . .
Incidentally the Bureau finds that institutions are crowded
to capacity and foster homes are at a premium. It vdll
welcome applications for good foster homes.
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Joint State-Wide Caxapaign for Homes Planned
At the meeting of the State Conference of Social Work in December,
1S42, a shortage of boarding home applications vfas indicated, varying in
degree only, in all parts of the state.
The discussion centered around possible devices v/hich could be put
into effect to relieve pressures as suggested by the following questions
which were raised:
Have vre increased our emphasis on the use of the child's
ov/n home, that is, providing for m.edical care and advice while
the child remains at home?
Have v/e placed closer scrutiny at the point of intake?
Are -we speeding up the rehabilitation process?
Are we seeing that children go back to their ovm homes at •
an earlier date?
Have we placed increased emphasis on other forms of care?
Are we considering group care such as the use of institu-
tions, boarding schools, and referral to other community agen-
cies such as settlement houses and character-building agencies?
Are we flexible in our evaluation of foster home standards?
Are we re-evaluating the reservoirs of foster homes which
we have accumulated which in the past v/e felt probably were not
quite up to par, but which on a v/artime basis are homes which
can be used? For exaraple, have we considered;
The use of the homes of v/idovra? This becomes a more
normal concept because other homes in the neighborhood
are fatherless.
As to housing, because of crovj-ded conditions in most
homes, revising our standards to say that a separate bed
for a child is sufficient instead of requiring a separate
room?
Expediting the foster home investigation inquiry?
Divesting our home finders of all duties other than home
finding?
Saising the rate of board—recognizing the validity
of the financial motive in a v/artime economy?
Placing emphasis upon the patriotic, altruistic,
and religious motive v/here appropriate in caring for
foster children?
Thoughtful conservation planning for all homes in
use? Are vre giving our foster parents the dignity they
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
LIBRARY -

3deserve?
A sub-coramittee was appointed to consider further the feasibility of
a joint campaign for foster home finding. Based on the report of this
committee that the need for foster homes vros continuing to be acute, a
state-mde efforb was launched which it is planned mil culminate in a
nev/'spaper campaign in the late Spring of this year. The pattern of the
campaign, as planned, is much the same as that of the New York City effort
which has been described briefly above.
3 From a mimeographed memorandum prepared from the minutes of the
meeting of the State-Wide Committee on Foster Homes, December o, 1942. A
copy of this laay be secured from the iiassachusetts Child Council.

CHAPTER V
CHILD TIVELFARE 1-IEEDS IN MASSACJIUSETTS A3 AFFECTED BY TIIE mR
Yfo.rtime Conditions
Wartime conditions have occasioned considerable concern in regard to
the welfare of children nationally and locally. Three child welfare prob-
lems
—
provisions for day caro of children of working mothers, the impact
of the war on juvenile delinquency, and the situation as to the supply of
foster homes—concerning which active interest has been aroused in Massa-
chusetts, have been investigated in an attempt to ansv/er some of the ques-
tions which have been raised in relation to them. The search :ias been for
facts, which are difficult to secure in a changing situation.
The questions raised concerning the care of children of v/orking
mothers related to the number of mothers employed; the provisions they
were making for their childrenj the government's policy concerning the
employment of mothers; and the community's responsibility in the provision
of services for children of employed mothers. Concerning juvenile delin-
quency, ansvrers v/ere sought as to whether or not delinquency was increas-
ing; what kinds of offenses were bringing juveniles to the attention of
the courts; and the situation of delinquency among girls. The foster hom.e
situation vms exar.iined for the factors vjhich have contributed to the cur-
tailment in supply of boarding homes for children and for evidences of
increased need for foster home placement. These questions were considered
in relation to the industrial and economic situation in the various parts
of the State as occasioned by wartime changes. Consideration was also
given to vihat efforts might be undertaken to cushion the effects of

necessary changes as' they might unfavorably affect the welfare of children.
The evidence seeras to indicate that the situation as to the welfare
of children in Has sachusetts should occasion no alarm at the present time
providing that existing basic services are generally maintained and those
in areas of special need reinforced co meet local needs.
Day Care Heeds for Children of Working Mothers
As the past year progressed, there becarae an increasingly more real-
istic outlook concerning the need for providing services for children of
mothers employed in vra.r industry. Encouraged by the Massachusetts Day Care
Committee organized under the Division of Health and Social Services of the
ilassachusetts Committee on Public Safety, at the instigation of the Office
of Defense, Health and Welfare Services, local committees on child care
have been organized in sixty-eight cities and toiivns of the state. In most
of these communities, surveys have been undertaken to determine present
and possible future need for services for children of employed mothers.
Local resources, particularly those of the school departments, have been
tapped to provide extended school services. The possibility of securing
federal assistance has been explored.
In many communities, there have been honest differences of opinion as
to v/hether or not mothers should vrork. This has been somewhat clarified
through the cooperation of the local offices of the United States Employ-
ment Service in revealing actual figures showing the number of women al-
ready employed and the anticipated need for additional women. As of Janu-
ary, 1943, there -;vere 231,592 v/omen employed in manufacturing industries

engaged in imr production and employing 200 or more persons. It has been
conservatively estimated that 69,500 or 30 per cent of these women are
mothers v/-hose faiailies include 139,000 children.
The statement of policy regarding the employment of mothers issued by
the War kanpov^er Commission on January- 13, iy4S, clarified the situation
somevrhat further. It eiaphasized that "the first responsibility of vromen
with young children, in Trvar as in peace, is to give suitable care in their
own homes to their children"; and that "special efforts to secure the em-
plo;;7in.ent in industry of women with young children should be deferred until
full use has been made of all other sources of labor supply." Ilov/ever, it
was stated that "barriers against the employment of women vath young chil-
dren should not be set up by employers"; that "the decision as to gainful
employiaent should in all cases be an individual decision laade by the
woman herself in the light of the particular conditions prevailing in her
home .
"
In areas wnere labor requirements of essential industries require the
employment of women mth young children, the statement of policy referred
to above recognizes that "if any such women are unable to arrange for the
satisfactory care of their children at home during working hours, adequate
facilities be provided for the care of their children during working
hours," and that "such facilities should be developed as community pro-
jects."
Areas in Massachusetts vrhioh have been revealed as those in which a
large percentage of the employees in manufacturing industries already are
women are: North Adains, 61 per cent; Vv'altham, 56*.5 per cent; Fall Hiver,

53.1 per centj ITew Bedford, 50.2 per cent; Lovrell, 49.4 per cent; Nor-
thampton, 48.6 per cent; Webster, 44.5 per cent; Brockton, 44.1 per cent;
Salem, 43.2 per cent; Iv-arlboro, 42.9 per cent; Z'.oston, 35.2 per cent;
Springfield, 32.8 per cent. In many of these areas, there are still rela
tively large demands for expansion which conceivably mean that more moth-
ers Trvill be draivn into the labor supply as the supply of men and vromen
without children becomes exhausted.
In three of these areas. Hew Bedford, I'lorth Adam.s and Springfield,
the U.S.U.S. has already conducted recruitment campaigns for vromen, a fur
ther evidence of the need for vromen in industry in these areas. The prob
lem of recruiting additional women workers has been recognized as inex-
tricably connected with that of providing adequate services for the care
of their children in many of these areas. To this end, the local offices
of the U.S.E.S. are cooperating with local committees on child care.
Services for children of vrorking mothers involve provision of the
noon-day lunch and after-school recreation programs for school age chil-
dren as well as day care for those of preschool age. Provisions in
Springfield have probably progressed further than those in other coramujii-
ties. The Day Care Committee in Springfield vra.s one of the first to be
organized in the State because of early recognition of the need by the
Council of Social Agencies. Five cen"cer3 for children of working mothers,
open from 7:15 a.m. until 5:50 p.m. , are in operation, with plans for ad-
ditional centers. These centers now under the public school system pro-
vide care for children from two and one-half to twelve years of age; a
preschool program for the younger ones, and after-school recreation for

those of school age,
A study of children of fsimilies referred to the S.P.C.C, whose moth-
ers "ivere working revealed 642 such cases for the State during 1942. Al-
though the fact that these 642 families included 1,774 children deserves
serious concern, it should be pointed out that these mothers represent
less than .3 p(3r cent of the total number of vromen employed in manufactur-
ing industries alone as of January, 1945, and less than 1 per cent of the
estimated number of mothers so employed. The proportion that these moth-
ers bear to the total number of mothers employed in all kinds of vrork
would be even smaller. Proportionately, therefore, to the total number of
the number of
mothers employed,/those who seriously neglect their children by doing so
is definitely not alarming but care must be taken locally that the situa-
tion remains in hand as increasing numbers of women, and among them moth-
ers, go into industry.
The further coBrdination of activities relating to services for chil-
dren of vrorking mothers was achieved through an Executive Order issued by
the Governor on January 5, 1943, providing for the coiJpe ration of the va-
rious State Departments concerned vrlth the problem. Education, Public
Health, Public m'elfare. Labor and Industries, -with the Massachusetts Day
Care Committee and empov/ering the above State Departments to apply on be-
half of the Commonwealth for funds v/hich may be available from the federal
government for the provision of services for children -whose mothers are
working.

Juvenile Delinquency
In England during the first year of the war, juvenile delinquency
increased 41 per cent in the age group under fourteen; and 22 per cent in
the age group from fourteen to seventeen. An increase in juvenile de-
linquency has been noted nationally in the larger courts of this country
on the basis of reports received by the U. S. Children's Bureau from 179
courts. In general, larger increases have been noted for girls' cases
than for boys.
According to statistics compiled by the Board of Probation, an in-
crease of 9 per cent in court appearances of juveniles v/as indicated for
the State for the first ten months of 1942 as compared with the same peri-
od for the previous year, V/hen this was broken down by boys' and girls'
cases, an increase of 29 per cent v/as noted for girls and a 7 gar cent
increase for boys.
The situation in Suffolk County where a decrease of 3 per cent vra-s
noted was at variance with that for the rest of the State. ?i/hen this
figure vjas broken doTivn for boys and girls, a decrease of 5 per cent vxas
noted for boys and an increase of 30 per cent in girls' cases. This situ-
ation probably reflects the activity of the Boston Police in handling ju-
venile delinquency oases (boys' cases only) vnthout reference to the
court.
The statistics of the Administrative Committee of the District Courts
relating to juvenile delinquency for the tvrelve-month period, Oct. 1, 1941
to Oct. 1, 1942, as compared with the preceding twelve-month period, in-
dicated an increase of only 1.2 per cent for the State as a whole. An

analysis of these figures revealed an increase in forty-three courts, a
decrease in twenty-tvro (four of these in Suffolk County), and substantial-
ly no change in eif-cht courts,
A consideration of the courts in areas knoi/m to have been affected by
T/ar industiy or by army camps revealed marked increases in seventeen out
of twenty courts: Ayer, Brockton, Gaiabridge, Gharlestovm, Chelsea, Fall
River, Framlngham, Gardner, Greenfield, Leominster, Lov/ell, Maiden, Nevf
Bedford, Newton, llorth Adaias, Northampton, Quincy. Decreases were noted
in Holyoke and Springfield. Substantially no change \-ra.s indicated in
Pittsfield. *
The population at the three training schools for juvenile delin-
quents—Lyman School, the Industrial School for Girls and the Industrial
School for Boys—has been increasing steadily since January, 1942. Com-
mitment of girls to the training schools has increased somewhat more than
that of boys but there vra.s not as marked a difference as might have been
expected from the proportionately larger increase in the court appearance
of girls.
There seems to be a logical explanation for the marked increase in
the number of commitments of juveniles v/ithout necessarily proving a pro-
portionately substantial increase in the number of court appearances of
juveniles. Several authorities have pointed out that the offenses being
committed by juveniles are more aggressive in nature because of Tra,rtime
instabilities and motivations, particularly those of adolescents.
Those interested in the prevention of delinquency among boys and
girls must be concerned mth the external and internal causative factors

of delinquency and a consideration of how these change in vra-rtime as well
as with statistics relating to court appearances. Any plan for the pre-
vention of delinquency raust give basic recognition to the motivations
which produce delinquent and anti-social behavior. Recreation planned to
prevent juvenile delinquency must provide for the draining off in a so-
cially acceptable vixxy of the aggressive energies vAich abound in adoles-
cent boys and girls.
Essentially, however, plans for delinquency prevention in war as in
peace must be long range as well as related to the immediate war situa.-
tion. Basic child vrelfare and faniily security services must be preserved
with new emphasis if necessary. The school, the police, and the court,
each exercising a special responsibility in the prevention, detection,
and treatment of juvenile delinquency, must continue to work toward a
common goal,
Foster Eome Placement
During the past year, children's agencies have experienced increasing
difficulty in finding boarding homes for children. In some areas, this
difficulty has been intensified by an increasing demand for foster home
placement of children. The shortage of boarding homes v/hich has now be-
come acute in Massachusetts is being felt throughout the country.
In New York City, a joint campaign to recruit boarding homes for
children vra.s successfully launched in the summer of 1942 with seventeen
agencies participating under the auspices' of the New York City Committee
on Child Welfare of the State Charities Aid Association. This experiment

to which the metropolitan newspapers gave generous space wa.s successful
in revealing a nevr source of supply of foster homes at a time when agency-
reserves were completely exhausted.
Encouraged by the success of the New York Gaoiipaign and motivated by
increasing difficulty in finding boarding homes for children in this
state, a state-vdde meeting of child placing agencies \ms called in De-
cember, 1942, at the time of the State Conference of Social Work. Agen-
cies reported generally decreasing applications from prospective foster
parents. The L/ivision of Child Guardianship of the State Department of
Public Yifelfare reported a sharp drop in applications from prospective
foster parents together with a reduction in the proportion of acceptable
home s
.
An analj'-sis of thirty-five homes recently lost by the City of Boston
Child Welfare Departraent revealed that twenty were lost because foster
parents found expenses too high, and fifteen lost, because the foster
mother decided to go to vrork.
Generally the shortage in boarding homes for children has been at-
tributed to the follov/ing reasons associated with the v.^ar effort: avail-
able rooms frequently can be rented to vvar workers at higher rates than
children's agencies can afford to payj foster mothers are going into In-
dustrie^ at good -vrages; many families have moved to centers of -.var industry
and no longer have available' room for foster children because of crowded
housing conditions; many young couples who might otherwise coiisider board-
ing a child hesitate to do so because of the imminence of the husband's
entry into military service.
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Although there has been substantially no change in the total intake
of the Division of Child Guardianship for 1942 as compared -withi 1941,
there has been some change in the reasons for reception by the Division;
while the intake of dependent children decreased considerably, the numbers
of neglected and delinquent children each increased.
The Hampden County Children's Aid Association reported an increase
in intake of 60 per cent for 1942 as compared v/ith 1941, and. 150 per cent
for 1942 as compared with 1940.
Based on the report of a sub-committee, appointed at the time of the
state-wide meeting of child placing agencies, that the need for foster
homes was continuing to be acute, a state-mde effort patterned somewhat
after the New York Campaign has been planned for Massachusetts which it
is expected will culminate in a nev;spaper campaign in the lato spring of
this year.
Preservation and R.e info rc ement of Existing Services
To reiterate, the v/elfare of children in kassachusetts should oc-
casion no alam at the present time providing that existing basic services
are generally maintained and those services in areas of special need re-
inforced and broadened to meet local needs.
Substantial reinforcement of existing services for children has al-
ready been accomplished in a few communities and plans are underway in
many others under the auspices of local committees on child care. Vihile
specifically interested in services for children of working mothers,
these committees in many instances are concerned vdth the fundamentals of

child welfare in their communities including the provision of recreatio:
al facilities and measures of child and family security, which are pre-
ventive of child neglect and delinquency.

APPEr.T)IX A
February 3, 1943
MASSACHUSETTS DAY CAKE COailTTEE
Alfred F. Whitman, Chairman
Mr. Povi-ell M. Cabot, Director, United States Employment Service, 881
Commonvrealth Avenue, Boston.
Mr. Salvatore Camelio, Vice-President, C.I.O., 32 iiarding Street,
Cambridge.
Mr. E. Everett Clark, l-iassachusetts Department of Education, 200
liewbury Street, xioston.
Mr. John D. Crowley, Office of Board of Health, 25 City Hall, Cam-
bridge.
Mr. Denis W. Delaney, State Administrator, W.P.A., 600 Washington
Street, Boston.
Miss Abigail A. Eliot, Director, Nursery Training School, 355 Marl-
borough Street, Boston.
Mr. Arthur C. K. rjallock. Director, Massachusetts Child Council, 41
Mount Vernon Street, Boston.
Mrs, Robert homans. Director, War Services Division, Massachusetts
Committee on Public Safety, 18 Tremont Street, Boston.
Mrs. Donald hurley, Boston Council of Social Agencies, 261 Franklin
Street, Boston.
Dr. Paul J. Jakmauh, Commissioner, Iviassachusetts Department of Public
Health, State House, Boston.
Mr. Cheney C. Jones, Chairman, Massachusetts Citizens White House
Conference Coirjaittee, 161 South Huntington Avenue, Jamaica Plain.
Miss Anna A. Kloss, Vocational Division, ilassachusetts Department of
Education, 200 Hewbury Street, Boston.
Miiss Sally Leeds, Council of Social Agencies, 145 State Street,
Springfield.
Mr. Malcolm Strong IJichols, Family l¥elfare Society, 10 Derne Street,
Boston.
Rt, Rev. Richard J. Quinlan, Diocesan Supervisor of Parochial
Schools, 75 Union Park Street, Boston.

Comraissioner Arthur G, Rotch, State Department of Public Y/elfare,
Room 53, State House, Boston.
Mr, John A. Scanga, Department of Labor and Industries, 23 Joy
Street, Boston,
Lr. Sunmer Wiley, New England i-ederal Public Housing Authority, 24
School Street, iioston,
Mr, Thomas Wilkinson, "Vice-President, State Federation of Labor, 11
Beacon Street, Boston.
lirs. Barry S, Wright, 29 Elm Street, Hinghara.

APPEliDIX B
February, 1S43
lltlSSACiiUSETTS COMMITTEE OU PUBLIC SAFETY
Division of Piealth and Social Service
LOCAL DAY CAruE COMIITTEE CLAIHfflN
Abington Mrs. J. :i, Kent 966 Hancock Street
^UU-U *j ^J <~A. X V Mrs. Agnes E^ouchard 12 Harrison Avenue
xLo 11
-Lemu Mrs. Mildred P. V/illiamson (S.S. Chr.) Pleasant Street
A+it 1 ftbn r'O ITiX o . i2jU.i. Uil J. cip UclXI 91 Q Po T-V ^•(-T'(=<a-i-
Athol itouert It. ns-ven ^o.o. onr. j '±oo luain ooreexij lex.
O J.0— xC
Xt, \AU VA X XL T.r, >*cr A T P n +-
4-
-1 "n o»iiirs . A. u. ouxiumg nxxj-cresi/ JJairy ranns
Mrs. Edmund J. Heardon 70 Horace Street
R flTTA T*1 Vo V u X ^ y Miss Gertrude Popkin 222 Cabot Street
Boston Mrs. Donald liurley Boston Council of
oociai Agencies, ctOi.
Franklin Street
Brockton Mr. Herbert Millman Y.M.H.A.
Cambridge ^W V/ \J ItXOr O O C%. \A, O 9 w ^ W
Canton
Chelsea i'reaencic xrucx/or ^o.o. uiir. j
Armand Daviau (S.S. Chr.) Soldiers Relief
Agent, City Hall,
Tel. 1542
Clinton ViTalter J. McGrail Board of Public V/el-
fare
Duxbury Mrs. John Flannerj'' Soldiers Home
Easthainpton krs. Eleanor Weidhass (S.S. Chr.) Tomi HIall
Eve rett Brig. -Gen. E. Leroy Sv/eetser (P.S. Chr.)Everett National Bank
Fall fiiver Bay C. Westgate (S.S. Chr.) 21 Bedford Street,
Citizens Savings
Bank Building
Fitchburg Mrs. Alice Fosdick Family Welfare Asso-
ciation, 9 Pritchard
Street
Frajningham krs. Helen Ferrari 130 Ivlaynard Road
Greenfield kiss Adelaide Hood District Agent, SPCC,
57 Federal Street
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Hanover Mrs, Herbert ilatch (S.S. Chr.
)
Hanson Mrs. Robert Johnston (S.S. Chr.)
Haverhill iirs. Mary Goodwin
Hingham krs. Harry Vi'right
Holyoke Mrs. John K. H^azen
Ipsvdch Mr. Joseph IV. Ross
Lawrence Mrs. Joseph Jordan
Leominster William 3, Appleton
Lov/ell Mr. Eve reton 0. Dibbs
Lynn Mr. narvey S. Gruver
Maiden Miss Barbara 7<iggin
Marlboro Mrs. Edward Buckley
Marshfield Mrs. Ellis .%nd (S.S. Chr.)
Medford Mrs. F. W, Pote
Medway Mrs. Harold Rotzel
Middleboro Mr. Francis Callan
Natick
Jjew Bedford
Nevirburyport
Newton
North Adams
Northajapton
iiorthbridge
Norvfood
Orange
Pittsfield
Mrs. Phillips Ketchtim
itobert A. Cotner
Olive Benson
Mrs. Lucius iJ. Thayer
Mrs. Frank A. Bond
Miss Jean I. MacDonald
Mr. John F. O'Keill
Mrs. James Butler
Mrs. J. P. liathieu (3.3. Chr.)
Miss lixxth Sias
Hanover Center
Bonney Hill, South
Hanson
262 Mill Street
29 Elm Street
53 Park Slope
Meetinghouse Green
Greater Lawrence
Council of Social
Agencies
Supt., Leominster
Schools, 342 Her-
riam Avenue
99 Yifilley street
Supt. of Schools
15 Ferry Street
44 Plarrison Place
Marshfield, Tel. 157
15 Chester Street
158 Milford Street,
YI, Medway
Office of Clerk of
Coui-ts, Pl;^,'"mouth
South i>atick
60 Eighth Street
2 Harris Street
27 Estabrook Road,
Las. 1415
South State Street
281 Prospect Street
Dept. of Public '^^el-
fare
17 Highland Avenue
Walnut Hill Road
New England Home for
Little Wanderers, 8
Bank Row
Quincy Anthony J. Veima 117 School Street
Randolph
Rockland
Rev. i:iarry Butm.an (S.S. Chr.)
Mrs. Anne Gannavifay
9 South Main Street
29 Reed Street
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Salem
(Shelburne
Buckland
Some rville
Southbridj;;e
Spencer
Springfield
Llr. Max Pofcher
iirs. Eugene W. Benjamin
Edward F. Eagan (S.S, Chr.
)
i.lrs. Leah iialing (3.3. Chr.)
K. S. Rovflett (S.S. Chr.)
Liss Sally Leeds
30 Leach Street
119 Bridge Street,
South Buckland
935 Broadvifay
314 iiamilton Street
Cherry Street
Council of Social
Agencies, 145 State
Street
Taunton Mrs. Eileen Robinson
Y/areham Liss Beryl Coyne
iValtham Mrs. Grace Bailey
ViTatertoTm John Colbert (S.S. Chr.)
lebster Miss M, Packer
"iVellesley Mrs. Arthur G. Hand
'ifVorcester Mrs. Frank F. Uresser
Deputy, Miss Lucy A. Turner
"Whitman Carleton Burrill (E. & S.S. Chr.)
Winchester Frank M, Howard
Visiting Kurse Asso-
ciation, 14 Church
Green
c/o Tobey Hospital
439 Lexington Street
Administration Bldg,,
Main Street
20 Sumner Road
2 State Street
2 State Street
103 Webster Street
89 Mystic Valley
Parkway
Note: S.S. Ghr.—Social Service oixairman
H, & S.S. Chr.—Health and Social Service Chairman
P.S. Chr.—Public Safety Chairman

APPEJ]DIX C
CITIES AND TOVrriS SEHVED BY ASKA OFFICES OF
THE UMTED STATES EKiPLOYMEWT SESVIGE
Januar^f, 1943
Athoi
Barre
Iiardmck
Hubbardston
New Salem
Orange
Petersham
Phillipston
Royalston
Templeton
Warmck
Attleboro
Foxboro
liansfield
Horth Attleboro
l;orton
Plainville
Wrentham
Boston
Arlington
Belmont
Brookline
Cambridge
Chelsea
Everett
Maiden
Medford
Melrose
Needham
Nev/ton
Revere
Somerville
Wakefield
"i/iTatertown
Wollesley
Winthrop
Brockton
Abington
Avon
Bridgewater
Carver
Duxbury
E, Bridgewater
Easton
halifax
Hanover
Hanson
iiolbrook
Kingston
Marshfield
Liddleboro
Pembroke
Plymouth
rlj/mpton
Randolph
Rockland
Stoughton
W. Bridgeimter
TiVhitman
Fall River
Freetown
Somerset Swansea Westport
Fitchburg
Ashbumham
Ashby
Ayer
Boxbo rough
Clinton
Gardner
Groton
Harvard
Lancaster
Leominster
Lunenberg
Pepperell
Princeton
Shirley
Sterling
Toimsend
Westminster
V/inchendon
Framingham Ashland Hatick Sherborn
Greenfield
Ashfield
Bernardston
Buckland
Charlemont
Col rain
Conway
Deerfield
Erving
Gill
Kawley
Heath
Leverett
Leyden
Montague
Korthfield
Rowe
Shelburne
Shutesbury
Sunderland
Wendell
Yilhateley

nave rhill
Boxford
Georgetoivn Grove land £ierriinao
Holyoke Chicopee (part) South Hadley
Laivrence Andover Methuen North Andover
Lowell
Billerica
Dracut
Dunstable
Littleton
Teirksbury
Tyngsboro
Westford
Lynn
Lyimfield
Kahant Saugus S"wanipscott
Marlbo ro
Berlin
Bolton
Hudson
jviaynard
I'Jorthboro
Southboro
Stow
Sudbury
liilford
Bellinghaui
Blackstone
Franklin
ilolliston
riopedale
LoDkinton
i^edway
iaendon
Iv'illville
Korthbridge
Upton
Uxbridge
Kew Bedford
Acuslonet
Barnstable
Bourne
Brewster
Chatham
Chilmark
Dartmouth
Dennis
Eastham
Edgartown
Fairhaven
Falmouth
G-ay nead
Gosnold
Hanwlch
Lakevi lie
Marian
Kashpee
Mattapoisett
Nantucket
Oak Bluffs
Orleans
Provincetown
Eochester
Sandwich
Tisbury
Truro
Wareham
Yvellfleet
West Tisbury
Yamouth
Newburyport
Amesbury
Ipsvifich
Newbury
Rovfley
Salisbury
West x-Iewbury
North Adams
Adams
Clarksburg
Florida
Monroe
New Ashford
Savoy
Williamstown
liorthampton
Amherst
Cummington Hadley
Easthampton Hatfield
Southampton
Westhampton

Belchertovm
Chesterfield
Goshen
Granby
Pe lham
Plainfield
Williamsburg
Worthington
Horvrood
Canton
Dedham
Dover
Medfield
MiHis
Norfolk
Sharon
Yi/alpole
Westwood
Pittsfield
Alford
Becket
Cheshi re
Dalton
Egremont
Hancock
Hinsdale
Lanesbo rough
Lee
Lenox
i.lonterey
Great Barrington i..t, Washington
New Marlboro
Otis
Peru
Ri chmond
Sandisfield
Sheffield
.iitockb ridge
Tyringham
Washington
West Stockbridge
Windsor
Quincy
Braintree
Cohasset
Hingham
Hull
Mi Iton
Worwell
Scituate
Weymouth
Salem
Beverly
Danvers
Essex
Gloucester
Hamilton
L^nchester
Marblehead
Liddleton
Peabody
Hockport
Topsfield
V^enham
Springfield
Agawam
Blandford
Brimfield
Chester
Chicopoe (part)
East Longmeadovf
Granville
Hampden
Holland
nuntington
Longmeadow
Ludlow
Liddlefield
Monson
i«iontgome ry
Palmer
Hussell
Southwick
Tolland
Wales
Ware
Warren
Westfield
West Springfield
Yifilbraham
Taunton
Dighton
Raynhajn iiehobeth Seekonk
Waltham
Acton
Bedford
Carlisle
Concord
Lexington
Liincoln
Wayland
Weston
Webster
Charleton
Douglas
Dudley
Oxford
Southbridge
Sturbridge
Sutton

Wobum North Heading Stoneham Winchester
Burlington Reading Yfilmington
Worcester Grafton north Brookfield Spencer
Auburn Holden Oalcham Yfestboro
Boylston Leicester Paxton Vfest Boylston
Brookfield Millbury Rutland liest Brookfield
East Brookfield Hew Braintree Shrewsbury
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APPEJIDIX D
Excerpt from
FEDEl^ REGISTEi^, Saturday, August 15, 1942
V4A.K t'lAiJPOVffiR COi'JnSSION
(Directive Lo.I.O
DAY-CAHS OF CHILD2EW OF WOMING MOTHERS
COOHDIMTION OF FEDERAL PROGHAIiS
Directive to certain Government departments and agencies, to de-
velop, integrate and coordinate Federal programs for the dav-care of chil-
dren of vrorking mothers.
By virtue of the authority vested in me as Chairman of the War
Manpov^er Comiaission by -lixecutive Oraer ilo. 9139,^ establishing the War
Ivianpower Commission, and having found, after consultation with the members
of the aar Manpoiver Commission, that existing and anticipated requirements
for ivorkers in essential activities render necessan'- the employment of
large numbers of v/omen, that among such women may be found many mothers
of young children, that no woman responsible for the care of young chil-
dren should be encouraged or compelled to seek employment which deprives
her children of her essential care until after all other sources of labor
supply have been exliausted, but that if such women are employed, adequate
provision for the care of such children vdll facilitate their employment,
and that the m.easures hereinafter set forth will promote the effective
mobilization and maximum utilization of the Nation's manpower in the
prosecution of the war, it is hereby directed:
1 7 F.R. 2919

I. The Officia of Defense liealth and Welfare Services, in consulta-
tion with such departments and agencies of the Federal Government as it
may deem appropriate, shall:
(a) Promote and coordinate the development of necessary programs
for the day-care of children of mothers employed in essential activities;
(b) Dete rniine, either directly or through such Federal departments
and agencies as it may designate, areas in vifhich such programs of day-care
should be promoted, and the respective responsibilities of the Federal
departments and agencies concerned in the development of such programs;
and
CcJ Take such action as may oe necessary or appropriate to assure
the effectuation of all such programs.
II. The United States Employment Service shall prepare, keep cur-
rent and make available to the Office of Defense xiealth and Vifolfare Serv-
ices, data reporting its best estimates '.vith respect to the nuraber of
working mothers with young children, and the anticipated requirements of
essential activities for the employment of such mothers, by periods and
areas.
III. The ViTork Projects Administration in the Federal ViTorks Agency,
the Children's Bureau in the Department of Labor, the Office of Education
in the Federal security Agency, the Bureau of Public Assistance in the
Social Security Board in the Federal Security Agency, the Farm Security
Administration in the Department of Agriculture, the Federal Public hous-
ing Authority in the National Housing Agency and every other Federal de-
partment or agency carrying on chila aay-care programs or prograjas related

thereto shall make available to the Office of Defense iiealth and Welfare
Services reports with respect to such day-care programs or programs re-
lated thereto, carried on by such department or agency, and shall take
such action as may be necessary or appropriate to insure the integration
and coordination, through the Office of Defense Health and YiTelfare Serv-
ices, of all i^ederal programs for the day-care of children of vrorking
mothers and otheirwise to carry out the purposes of this directive.
IV. This directive may be cited as the "Directive to Develop, In-
tegrate and Coordinate Federal programs for the Day-Care of Children of
Working iriothe rs . "
PAUL V. iuGNUTT,
Chairman.
August 12, 1942
(F.R.Doc.42-7928j filed, Au-ust 14, lS42j 11:09 a.m.)
/
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APPEl^DIX E
mR L'L/lEPOvVSfi COimSSION
Policy on Eiaplo^/irient in Industry of 7fomen mth Young Children
As Amended January 13, 1943
The expansion of the war production prograan, as well as the increas-
ing requirements of our armed forces, necessitates the Liaximum utilization
of our labor resources. In many areas the lack of adequate housing and
transportation facilities compels full use of the local labor supplj'-.
These considerations make it necessaiy to employ large nuiabers of women in
gainful occupations useful to the war effort. Appropriate measures have
been and are being taken to provide for the recruitment and training of
additional women. Prospective war production schedules indicate that such
measures must be considerably expanded and intensified. In carrying out
the iiation's program for the utilization of vromen workers, it is important
that to the maximum extent, norraal family life be preserved and maintained,
To proiv.ote that end, and to promote the effective mobilization and
maximum utilization of the liation's inanpovirer in the prosecution of the war,
the War Kanpov/er Comiaission hereby declares the follow3.ng basic policies:
I. The first responsibility of women v/ith youjig children, in vra.r
as in peace is to give suitable care in their own homes to their children.
II. In oi"der that established family life may not be unnecessarily
disrupted, special efforts to secure the employment in industry of women
v/ith young children should be deferred until full use has been made of all
other sources of labor supply.
III. Barriers against the employment of women v/ith young children
should not be set up by employers. The decision as to gainful employment
should in all cases be an individual decision rmde by the woman herself in
the light of the particular conditions prevailing in her home.
IV. Whenever it is found that women with young children are gain-
fully employed in essential activities, or that the labor requirements of
essential activities have not been m.et after the exhaustion of all other
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sources of labor supply and that to moet such requirements, women v/ith
young children must be recruited, it is essential that:
(a) Such vfonen be employed at such hours, on such shix'ts or on
sucn part-time schedules as will cause the least disruption in
their family life; and
(b) If any such vromon are unable to arrange for the satisfactory
care of their children at home during their vrorking hours,
adequate facilities be provided for the care of their children
during vrorking hours. Such facilities should be developed as
community projects and not under the auspices of individual
employers or employer groups.
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APPE13DIX F
January 5, 1943
Ti-iE COMiOlWEALTH OF Ll&.SSACiiUSETTS
By Piis Excollency
Leverett Saltonstall
Gove rno r
EXECUTIVE ORDER W, 47
"WHEREAS, there is an unprecedented need for the employment of women
in industries, civilian defense vrork, and other activities vital to the
prosecution of the war betvreen the United States and certain foreign coun-
tries; and
IViiEEEAS, many mothers and other women having the care and custody of
children have become or hereafter may become employed in such industries,
work, and activities, which employment makes or will make it extremely
difficult for them to adequately provide for the health, safety, care, and
welfare of such children during the period when they are so employed; and
VlThEl^iEAS, provision for tlie day care of such children vri.ll materially
aid the v/ar effort by promoting the availability and efficiency of women
for such emplojaaent; and
WHEREAS, the Government of the United States, acting through the
Federal Security Agency, has requested that the Conmionwealth co-operate
with said office and with appropriate public and private agencies in a
program to establish, maintain and operate centers wherein such children
may be received and adequately provided for during the period of employ-
ment of those women charged with their care and custody, and has m.ade
funds available for such pui^ose:

NOV/, TIIEJZEFOI?!;, ' I, LiiiVEEETT SALTONSTALL, Governor of the Coimnonv^ealth
of Massachusetts, acting under the authority of Acts of 1941, chapter 719,
section 7, Acts of 1942, chapter lo, section 2 (lO), (IS), and section 3,
and of all ot?ier authority vested in me, do hereby issue this order as a
measure necessary and expedient for meeting the supreme emergency of the
existing state of war between the United States and certain foreign
countries.
1. The Commissioners of Public Welfare, Public Health, Education, and
Labor and Industries, and the ilassachusetts Committee on Public Safety are
hereby authorized and empowered to co-operate vrith each other, vn.th the
appropriate federal authorities and vrith appropriate public and private
agencies i'd.thin the Commonv/ealth in the promotion and co-ordination of a
program for the day care of children viho are under the care and custody of
their mothers or other women who are or hereafter may be employed in in-
dustries, civilian defense work or other activities related to the prose-
cution of the war.
2. The said Commissioners of Public V/elfare, Public Health, Educa-
tion, and Labor and Industries are hereby jointly and severally authorized
and empowered to apply on behalf of tlae Commonwealth for any funds which
now are or hereafter may be made available to the Commonwealth by the
Government of the United States or any agency thereof for the purpose of
administering and assisting in the establishment and development of such
part of the program referred to in paragraph one of this order as may be
within tlie jurisdiction of their respective departments as set forth in
said program. Said Commissioners are hereby further jointly and severally
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authorized and empowered to apply on behalf of the Commonwealth for any
funds which nov/ are or hereafter may be made available to tPie Commonwealth
by "bhe Government of the United States to assist any appropriate public or
private agency within the Commonwealth in providing day care for children
under such part of the program referred to in paragraph one of this order
as may be mthin the jurisdiction of their respective departments. The
State treasurer sh^all be the custodian of the funds allotted to the Com-
monwealth under said program. The funds so allotted by the Government of
the United States or any agency thereof shall be expended without specific
appropriation under the oi*der of the Commissioner having jurisdiction over
that part of the program for which the funds have been allotted as set
forth in said program,
GIVEN at the Executive Chamber in Boston,
this 5th day of January,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and forty-three, and of the
Independence of the United States of
America, the one hundred and sixty-seventh.
By his Excellency the Governor, Leverett Saltonstall
Secretary- of the CommomTealth.
GOD SAVE THE GOmiONVOlALTK OF IIASSACHUSETTS
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